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Following Minister niouudero's declaration last nignt thai uo nad asked
bnvoy Halo lor his format credentials, the announcement th.s morning
was taken here to mean a virtual
breaking of of exchanges with Wash-

WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER

19, 1913

CITY EDITION.

men

and Enginpmen were in secret
session this morning, and planned to
continue the sessions throughout the
day. A joint session with the delegates representing the ladies' auxiliary was held during the lunch hour.
A ball will be given tonight in honor
of the visiting delegates. Election V
officers will take place tomorrow.

from bombs, dynamite and rifle shot.
Story of "The Golden God"
The locale of Mr. Fielding's play is
laid in 1950, when the climax of the
world-olstruggle between capital
and labor reaches its culmination in
ington.
the awakening of the sleeping giant,
it was stated that Carranza's nianl-lettthe people, and a titanic world-wid- e
ex
inten.al
the
and
regarding
between them and the armies
struggle
,vould not
ternal affairs of inexico
controlled by the "Consolidated Inbe issued before his
STRIKE AFFECTS 150,000
dustries'' headed by "The Golden
New York, Nov. 19, One hundred LAS VEGAS DECLARES
Carranza, when he left his provis- FORMER FORESTER WINS EARLY
DEMANDS THAT UNITED STATES
HOLIDAY God." whose absolute strength, auda- CAPTAIN OF THE BALMES SPENT?
at
more
Hermosillo
than
ional capital
and fifty thousand clothing, workers
SKIRMISH AT CONSERVATION
GRANT IT IMMEDIATE RETO ASSIST IN FIELDING'S
PRACTICALLY FIVE DAYS
city and powerful
mentality, have
two weeks ago; was not accompanied
in New York city face idleness withCOGNITION
him
CONGRESS
throne of gold,
the
placed
upon
DRAMA
WITHOUT SLEEP '
He will
to Nogales by any tr.cjopsi
in 48 hours because of the strike of
dictator of the world's industries.
be accompanied south by his general
a single union of 350 men.
Myton Power, a symbolic name of
the four memThe striker 4re the cloth examin MANY VISITORS
ENDED staff and probably by
ARE
BURTON
NEGOTIATIONS
BACKS
HIM
IIP
ARE HERE "The Golden God," the role essayed THE SAILCHSWE1E "GAE,r
'
bers of his provisional cahinet
ers and spongers .,, All cloth converted
by Romaine Fielding, meets an opposPresident Wtibou. was i. ,;ified by
jinto clothing in X'ew York passes!
force in Richin Manlove, an ALLOWED
unexing
LEAVES
THE SENATOR SAYS STATE CON.
CARRANZA
GENERAL
telegraph early today o; Jie
CITIES AMD THE
PASSENGERS
TO BE.
through; (be bumfs o fthis jjnion. The SURROUNDING
and Utopian who dreams of.
idealist
matThe
ne?.
developments
pected
TF.OL OF WATER POWER IS
NOGALES, WHERE HE AND
COUNTRY
strikers demand jan Increase of wages
SEND MANY
TAKEN
KY ANOTHER
OFF
the. freedom of the world. The upris-- l
ter, it. was believed, would rest until
rent and a reduction
'HALE CONFERRED
DANGEROUS
averaging;
SIGHTSEERS
SHIP; THEY REMAINED
in? of the people against the tyrant,
lute today on account of the slow
of ten per tent In working hours.
beGold, strikes its first blow and the
transmission of messages by code
people and the armies clash. The
tween Washington, and Rale, the pres- MAY
CLOUDS
A
LOOKING
CAUSE
MONOPOLY
'MORNING
L PASO
BOMB IN
00T THE VESSEL TO TOUT
BUSYJN
of wills ofthe two men is
struggle
ident's personal spokesman here.
El Paso, Tex., Nov. 19. A crude
visualized in the physical struggle of
bomb was found to the 'rear of the
NO
LONGIT IS HIS BELIEF RESOURCES ARE
CONSTITUTIONALISTS
WHEN THEY BROKE AWAY, HOW- the masses.
MADE BERMUDA, WHERE'
THE.
Situation Looks Hopeful
'A merican
Prod we building in the
AN ASSET OF THE ENTIRE
ER ANXIOUS TO HAVE ARMS
a Journalist,
SOCCESSFUL
the
Manlove,
EVER,
EXWORK
CONFLAGRATION
dreamer,
WAS
Washington, Nov. 19. White House
heart of El Paso this morning. It
officials1 made n.o comment today on
is assigned to cover the revolution for
ADMITTED FREELY
WAS ACCOMPLISHED
NATION
was- made of stone w.ith a hole bored
TINGUISHED FROM PIER
bis newspaper, and, seeing the sorrow
dispatches from NogaJeg saying the
into it and two fuses attached. The
of the people, decides to plead their
constitutionalists had asKed William
fusee had1 not. been lighted. It is beNew York, Nov. i9. Three, names-stooToday all Las Vegas is a stage, and cause with
Nogales, Sonora, Mex., Nov. 19.
Washington, Nov. 19. Gifford
Hale for formal credentials
"The Golden God." En
Bayard
lieved they were made here for the all Its people merely players.
out conspicuously in the; stories
chief forester of the
former
Negotiations between President Wil- before:
Indi
pursuing nerotia,tions.
rebels in some of the Mexican huts
If anyone has doubted it perhaps tering the sanctum of Power by force, of bravery told today whea tie
son's personal representative, William
States, leading champion of gov- would
in
he
life
cations, were that the
parleys
finds
the
of
his
hands
the
wils i"""". he has not tried to buy something, or
....
liner Paunonia brought to port
... , .... . ...
eminent control of wateruower rtht.s ww' l" "
Bayard Hale, and General Carranza
siowiy ana max me innm oi
drormed while heJn carried In, cash a check, or call a doctor or the money king,
''and
the passengers rescued from the burn
were broken off suddenly today. The proceed
National
Conservation
which
formal
credentials,
"The. Golden God s" daughter, play
presenting
'
'
'
kiddies tried to go to school. Wedconstitutionalist leader prepared to
when he succeeded in j
lug Spanish steamer Palmes. Captaitt
might be construed as an act of rec congress today
ed by Miss Eleanor Mason, hears the
a
was
Juan Rules of the Balmea spent
and
with
nesday
his staff
holiday
leave for the interior
general
couvenuun
ine
miiM
uie
wug
until
be
would
delayed
ognition,
SHIP ALTERS PLANS
into the struggle between Manlove and her
everyone joined
five days; without sleep white
and provisional cabinet.
report of the committee on wa- Washington had more exact assur- San Francisco, 'Nov. 19. The Maple fun and work of
Romaine father, sorrows for the masses, and, he andi his men. held tho flames in.
Mr. Hale declined to say whether ances or me
staging
m
uie rainumyunose
freighter Santa Rosalia, which Folding's mammoth five-ree- l
motion seeing the folly of her father's gold, check and guided their uhip safeiy
with former SmrAtarv nf tha lino.
he would leave, nor would he confirm WUIHUIBLB.
'
and finding him about to be a mur- into the harbor of St.
hor ,al iir,,f ,
.!, picture
,.ft
r,I.,.l
a,
spectacle, "The Golden God."
the termination of his dealings with ' One, official described the whole ricr Walter U Fisher in the chair,
Georges,
a crew of about 25 men, sent word
derer, points a revolver to his head
All
the
business
banks
and
houses,
General Carranza through Francisco situation as merely "incubating."
former Secretary of War Stimson, who
by wireless today that she had turned schools closed and remained closed as he attacks Manlove, with the stateInnocenclo Micharyla, the wireless
Escudero, minister of exterior relaChairman Bacon of the senate for-1 joined Mr. Pinchot in the minority back. No
explanation was given, but the greater portion of the day. The ment: "If you take a human life so operator on the Balin-t- , sent trie mestions in the Carranza cabinet.
a
moved
discussed
for
suspen-threport
committee
relations
yesterday,
eign
gossip on the water front had it that early morning trains
emptied their will I."
sages that brou hx the Pannoma.
situation with the .president, but sion of the rules that the waterpower
It was clear, however, that there
there had been trouble with the crew hundreds of visitors and all day yes
Winning here the first battle in her Since there was only one other man
be
discussed
from
to
the
question might,
comment.,
had been a break in the dealings over declined
when they were Shipped, and news of terday the people from all over the fight for the people, she joins the on board who understood English.
Scores of delegates who favor
Officials described the situation, so floor
the question put by the Washington
a nml iuy wasV.xpecled.
state taking advantage of the rail- ranks of the people and champions
was obliged to be on uuty wiLh-owhich
would
to! far as it concerned the foreign gov the majority report,
government last Sunday and
their
and
road
them
to
cause,
tame
to
leading
urging
Las
to translate tne messages rerest
excursion,
Vegas
which, it was asserted, the .constitu- ernments, as highly, encouraging, and combine national with state control,
see the production work on this pho- on into the jaws of the cannon of ceived, from tha rescuing ship.
to
place with less restriction on waterpower
tionalists had failed to answer di-- j there was some . tendency
TEL
"The Golden God." The revolution
toplay masterpiece,
Nicholas, Arbornies, a, inedianio
more stress on favorable results of grants, protested.
Mr. Fisher rule!
rectly.
As early as 7 o'clock the troops of spreads, "The Golden God", absolute from the
Canary Islands, was the man
with
than
that
to
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the
motion
pressure
the
rules
diplomatic
!
foiaen-of
suspend
gnacio llonillas, minister
valry and artillery started for the commander, sends his troops, cannon who led the men passengers into the
constitutionalists.
was
not debatable, and it. was carried
to and communications in Carranza's the
grounds nonh of the Plaza and war aeroplanes to quell the up blazing hold of ih.e Baltnes last Thui
- amid loud cheers.
. enaxor cruu.elMuu
f
today oni
and all the thousands employed ita rising. Entering himself upon the fir
' provisional cabinet, called
after the crew were exhausted
conferred
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....
of
,,.ir. nine, ai me American cuusuiaie. tmhlican
the committee,
Mr. Pinchot read the minority re- r
THE GOVERNMENT
TRYING TO the mob scenes assembled on Church ing line in his cannon-mountewar
he
f,"lly port and
said
and
the
Presldent
thereby opened the general
Irnmediately afterward M r. Hale leftiwl,h
BREAK UP' AtN ALLEGED
street, which was the scene of the automobile, he finds his daughter passengers themselves xirst discoveror not re. ogu
fiUrton
of Oh,o
Senatol.
da)mte
.'
for his hotel, on. the American side. supported the policy
first engagements today.
lending the people against his armies, ed, the fire.
(,
If was believed that Bohillas formally mS
cuampionett- tne policy of strict im- The day was'TdeaPfor ;"' the work, half dead, bleeding, ' struggling with
"Soiiie of U5 ixii.k'i-- d Mnoke whiiIwk
tional control of all water
power
had ended the transactions in which
Chicago, Nov. 19. Hearings in the after a few hours of cloudy weather the half dead, half
of our cuuiis,"
starved
through
mob,
Cruz
Vera
at
Gathers
Fleet
rlghtst; aud urged tb delegatea af)t government
t
he has been acting as confidential
suit against, the in the morning, bright, clear and pleading, urging them on to battle, said Arborsies. "We tr14 the officer.
...
uauuvo
w
Bridgetown,
gpt jnto ftu "un8eemly
BqUabble American
translator.
Telephone and Telegraph quiet and Aviator McMillen predicted she meets him upon the field of life They opened hold No. 1 ajid the
in
esi,lftUmm
8tate rims and natiolmi company opened here today before that he would show Ias Vegans some
The first open disagreement occur,j The British cruiser squadron
and death and wins. Power, find- smoke that gushed' up made them
waters last night received per (.ontro
red hist night when Escudero an- Indian .
'Special Examiner Miss Mary E. Bell. fine flying.
"
ing the folly of his golden throne, quickly close it again and batten it
,n,
!, ,.rtt,.,JK) '
T,,
W. S. Vivian of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
nounced that he had requested Mr.
llfeld In Command of Troops turns his forces from the field and down. Then they cut, six holes in tho
Majr
on
Pafte
Fivp.)
(Continued
ton, "that state control should ade- secretary of the Inoopeuaent Telehatch and tho deck and shoved the
Hale to present formal credentials so
The hundreds of troops, cavalry
B. S. and
hose through."
quately solve this great national prob-- i phone association, testified.
tnat tne conrerences mignt Decome
artillery were under command of
(Continued on Page Four)
km. (n this matter we are conduct- Pilisbury of San Francisco appeared Major U W.
The passengers from the Balmea
This, it was made clear, today,
llfeld, and fought with
numbered 71 men and r. women and
ing no crusade against capital, but as counsel for the defendants.
was virtually a demand for full recog- DEADLOCK OVER
the full enthusiasm of real war, with
ti'.fci c must be a. recognition of
The government suit is directed blood
the
children. Most of them came lroni
nition of the revolutionary party "bstreaking in theja- - wake instead PHYSICIAN SHOOTS
Cuba and all were bound for ports in
efore treating on the subjects under
danger of monopoly and 'a desire to particularly against the telephone and of theatrical paint. The wonderful
COIilltNCY BILL provide for public welfare in the use telegraph company's alleged control control of the lighting men, the brilSpain, they will be sent to tluir
discussion,
of the telephone
service of four liant charges of the
U.f t)ii- great national asset."
destination by an early boat. Nona
The nature of the question which
the
darcavalry,
A BUSINESS MAN of
them seemed the worse for their
Sonit delegates' challenged the sifi- - states, Washington, Oregon, Montana ing attacks of the
caused the disagreement was not
and
the
infantry,
AS T
WHAT: nature of
experience,
e
Joseph N. Teal of 1'ortland, and Idaho. In these states, the govclear. It was known, however, that! sENATE W0RRIED
driving of the
TO DO WITH TWO COMMIT
Ore.. ;'o the minority report, asserting ernment contends, the Pacific Tele"Keep your hatches tight Bhut, keep
teams of oann,on, all brought
It had arisen simultaneously with reREPORTS
TEE
and out warm
and
im water and go ahead full
ELAM
ST.
MO.
DR.
phone
OF
Telegraph
company
a
to
had
that
Teal
letter
written
pumping
JOSEPH,
praise for the commanding!
ports of many military successes of
SUSPECTED VICTIM'S LOVE
speed," wa tho advice Captala Cap
Oeorv F. Swain, chairman of the the'r'Monntain States Telephone and officer,
the revolutionists. This had tended
Telegraph company have an absolute
FOR HIS WIFE
Washington, Nov. 19. What to u" Vvntc: jowi-- r committee, expressing
per of the Pannonia wirelessed to the
The hundred or more members of
to reinforce the spirit of Carranza's
reform bills pl ova!
of the telephone bneitoess. the Elks
two
Balmes
monopoly
the
after tha Pannonia tame tot"
currency
U)n
conciu8lou8.
who
to
volunteered
majority
lodge
advisers to a point where admittedly
now being completed by the two fac-- j
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 19. Dr. Wil- the rescue last Wednesday afternoon.
conven. The two concerns are subsidiaries of assist In the mob scenes arrfved at
toId
Swain
the
.profe8sor
Imto
did
not
the
consider
right
they
"I think they must hava eat on the
tions of the senate banking committee tion, that judging from the letter he the American Telephone and Tele- the battle grounds at 8 o'clock under liam T. Elairi'of St. Joseph, Mo., was
port arms freely as important as precompany, the
government command of
has begun to give serious concern to thought, that the majority had a per- graph
with, murder in the first safety valve," said Captain Carper
Mills.
charged
today
The
viously.
,
Both bills, one repre- fect right to take Teal with them at charges.
enthusiastic work of these antlered degree after a coroner's inquest into today, "for the Balmes on the run
It also was pointed out that the senate leaders.
the administration views, and the time that letter to Professor
ones
was largely responsible for the the death yesterday W. Putnam Cra- to Bermuda made at times eleven
senting
progress of the insurgents in Sinaloa,
- ;
of
the rejjuMJciui Swain was written," returned Mr.
the other the work
great success and daring obtained in mer of Chicago, who was shot by Dr. knots an hour."
where the' state capital
. - It was not until the pumps of the
a
sa'
"Elam
mob
the
after
members
hotel
who'
Men
e,nh,tor Pinchot.
downtown
scenes.
in'
and
battle
committee
and,t
"At that time Mr. Teal had
last week by" General Obregon, would
never do things half way, the' Elks' pnvate'tective engaged by the doc- Balmes became choSed and Csptaia
result soon in the taking of Mazatlan, Hitchcock, probably, will be ready' for not received the report pi the minorit part of their duty to make Mr. tor had for several wee,ks followed Ruise feared the, fire would get t
felt
of
end
the
the
senate
before
an important seaport on the west the
ity. I sent Mr. Teal a copy of our rehand that he accepted the Pan-Fielding's
week.
play a huge success, and Cramer and the doctor's wife.
teleport and yesterday received a
coast; also the fall of Guaymas
n- ma
uoma
8 otter to take 0,
not
enand
Are
should
be
all
into
the
Is
the
with
they
precious,
plunged
fray,
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,
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a
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ha
formal
no
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can
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'I know you are right and I will subjected to strain that can be avoidof the federal garrison which is ex- there
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Glass bill, which passed the house, back you up.' That message came to
pected at any time.
flour," said one of the Fannonia'a
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a
see
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It
nerves
ed.,'
can
back
new
When
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sight
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physician said:
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;
thesev
most prominent citizens, men
en"I bought an automatic pistol just
ter to Professor Swain."
noon that he would not accompany offered as a substitute with the
you your health is gone and1 to repair who represent the social and business
had
"We
made
every preparai'on.
before leaving St. Joseph and came
Senator Shafroth vigorously defend
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who
men
to
the
of
go
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activity
will
Both
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of
commitif
Cramer."
the
the
take
to
mittee.
down here
get
damage
long time,
ed the views of the majority on the
nothing to announce further than
aud hot drinks. Most of "the pawn-ger- s
their offices in motor cars, carriages
Dr. Elam was not called to the
Senator
what he said last night in regard to tee are anxious tp obtain whatever waterpower .question.
were exhausted and many of th
It is eevx accomplished.
Few
Into
things
the
and
fight,
electrics,
plunging
to
there is
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stand. In a statement to the police
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women
y did nut
with
soldiers
back
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the
beating
the senate, and it probably will bejwords of the iate justice John M. are more
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get
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"I do not believe there was any- eral Carranza, military and civil head agreed to return the house bill with- - Haran of the supreme court, whom
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.
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improper in- the relations be- a squall fcroka and we did not
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the
committee
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from $18 to $125. Ono teacher received $18 monthly; one received $20; two
received $30; one received $35; eight
received $40; five received $45; 16
received $50; four received $55; ten
received $60; five received $65; one
received $70; 11 received $75; one
received $100; one received $115; and
two
received $25. The average

CEII MEXICO GETS

iis forest
Money

TELLS

OF

WORK ROAD BOARD

Ml

OF MISSION

PAY

NOVEMBER

Ci

CHILDREN'S COATS

Ol'N

Io a large variety of new, desirable styles and fabrics including all the popular ideas of
the season, all sizes froni 3 to 14 years, your choice at '

MEMBERS

CONGRESS

monthly salary was $58.04. The aver-- '
age1 paid the men teachers was $68.18;
OFFICE
ATTORNEY
GENERAL'S
SHARE average for women $53.5. The aver ARCHBISHOP PITAVAL DESCRIBES
COUNTY'S
SAN MIGUEL
wiiG-- i.
A
GIVES
OfimOn
IN
BIG
HELD
0i
MEETING
AMOUNTS TO ELEVEN HUNage annual salary for men was $470.74
PUTED QUESTION
BOSTON
and the averag annual salary for womDRED DOLLARS
en was $340.36.
The average salary
Santa Fe, Nov. 19.. Can a member
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 19. "Thanks
Santa Fe, N. M:, Nov. 19. The state paid each of the 70 teachers annually
of the; county road board be legally
to
second
congress,
the
missionary
treasurer has received from the treas- was $387.05.
much of the employed by the board for pay is a
Of 55 school buildings from which the east has learned
ury department a check for $40,604.80,
de question which has vexed a number
our
southwest,"
needs
of
great
which amount represents New Mex- reports were received, 51 were owned
the Most Rev. J. B. of county boards. An pinion from
inn'R aimra of the earnings of the by the district and four were rented. clared His Grace,
the assistant attorney general says
in
discussing the three
national forests within the state. Of Reports on 49 school buildings show Pltaval, today,
that he cannot be so employed. The
session he attended In Boston.
this amount, $9,320.65 has been turn that four were of concrete; four of days'
is rendered at the request of
opinion
"In point of number," he continued,
ed over
A. French, state engineer, and
James
ythe state treasurer to the adobe; 37 were frame; three were of
all conclaves
common school fund of the state In brick; and one of rock. Six were re- "this congress eclipsed
comin
this country. member of the state highway
ever
hetd
kind
of
its
were
25
accordance with section 6 of the en ported in excellent condition;
its
and
of
because
general
His Eminence, Cardinal mission,
Besides
interest is given below:
abling act which provides that there in good condition; five were fair and
was
our
who
host,
gracious
Hon. James A. French,
shall be returned to the state for the 13 poor. Ten schools reported school O'Connell,
Rev. John Bonzano, the
common school fund a percentage of libraries, totalling 861 volumes and and the Most
State Highway Commissioner,
papal delegate, there were seven
fiarnines
Santa Fe, N. M.
from the national forests valued at $735.
thouia- - two of archbishops, over 50 bishops and
school
was
the
Dear
taught
to
Sir: I am in receipt of your
the
Agriculture
percentage
equal
in attendance.
of delegates
communication of the 7th inst.(l ask
sections on the national forests bear the schools. Domestic science was sands
There were representatives from all
to the total area of the forests.
taught in five and manual training in
ing for the opinion, of this office upon
over the United States, Canada, Cuba, the following
four.
The remainder, amounting to
question:
Porto Rico, the Philippines, from Eu
Is it 'unlawful for 'he county road
Stocks Trout Streams
represents 25 per cent of the
The Santa Fe system within the rope and from far away missionary boards to hire and pay dally wages
earnings of the national , foreBts in
to one of the members of the road
to
the next two days will distribute 97,000 fields in Asia.
New Mexico, and is returned
was a wonderful gathering and board1 while such member is acting as
It
in
line
streams
its
trout
act
in
the
of
the
under
congress
along
state
ap
be of a superintendent, foreman or boss?"
its influence will doubtless
Colfax, Mora, San Miguel and Santa
proved March 23, 1908.
worldwide
significance.
I answer this question in the af
Trini1909
Warden
Game
of
and
pro Fe counties,
Chapter 119 of the laws
"The numerous addresses by mis- firmative, and wll briefly state my
vide how this money shall be distrib dod C. de Uaca leaves tonight for Ra
the field of battle stir reasons therefor.
uted among the counties In which ton to meet the fish train and oversee sionaries from
of the people of the
red
the
hearts
The members of the county road
which
the
of
act
national
distribution
the
fish,
forests. This
there are
in them new de board are public officers and it is
awakened
east
and
the
to
over
turned
been
each
amount
has
due
work
the
that,
provides
sires to help those struggling to preach their duty to act solely for the public
county shall be divided equally be- state game and fish department.
the gospel and made them under interest with no reference to their own,
rail
were
the
secured
fund
the
and
The
fish
school
tween the county
by
stand as never before the hardships and for such a board to enter into a
county road fund except, in Grant and road from the Leadville hatchery, and
contract with one of its members for
that are braved evon in America-lanas
follows:
the
In
Socorro counties, in which the amount will be distributed
'
the performance of any labor, or to
of matgnijicent development
which should o to the county road streams along the St. Louis, Rocky
furnish
work
too
the
cannot
"I
any supplies would be improphighly
praise
30
cans of
fund, goes to the state road fund to Mountain and Pacific,
of the great and good cardinal of Bos er inasmuch as the member so em500
and
trout
brook
state
each,
he expended by the
highway
containing
ton who was general chairman of the ployed would necessarily be called
commission, in the counties of Grant 20 cans of black spotted trout containconvention and to whom much of its upon to audit and pay an account in
and Socorro.
ing 1,000 each. Along the Santa Fe
success is due. His eminence was so his own favor. This matter has been
There are 18 of the 26 counties of main line in the counties mentioned,
us so thoughtful and passed upon by a number of courts,
of brook trout and 27 cans of kind to all of
New Merico which have national forwe were loath to and a reference to a few of these
that
so
hospitable
be
will
fish
trout.
of
black
The
ests within their honlers some
spotted
at
close of the con cases may be instructive.
Boston
the
leave
them bavin two or more national for emptied into small branch streams
In the case of the People, vs. The
of
welcome was a
address
His
clave.
ests represented. The amount which and screeened away from the main
Board
Qf
Township
Overyssel, 11
one.
the
After
citing
receives to be divided stream until they get big enough to peculiarly happy
, each county
Mich., 226, the court said:
in
the
church
made
advancement
by
equally between the schools and the take care of themselves.
"All public officers are agents, and
The D. and R. G. has just completed Boston, which numbers a million souls their official popwers are fiduciary,
roads la us follows, with the exeepto
tribute
a
cardinal
the
paid
mighty
Hon of Grant
and Socorro noted stocking Btreams along its lines in
They are trusted with public functions
northern New Mexico, it was reported the personal representative of the for the good of the public; to protect,
above :
to
the
the papal delegate
'
155.26 today at the game warden's office, Holy Father,
$
Bernalillo
Bon- advance and promote its interests, and
distribution congress, the beloved Monsignor
35.18 but the details of the
Colfax
not their own. And a greater neces
zano. The cardinal declared It a dis
207.33 were not known.
Chaves
sity exists than in private life for redivine
of
the
that
providence
position
65.19
from them every inducement
May Take Course Here
Kddy
moving
bearer of this exalted commission to
4,007.68
abuse the trust reposed in them, as
Concerning the notice of the five- irant
who
should himself be a missionary
the temptations to which they are
1,091.76 day courses to be offered by the New
Lincoln ....
has known the hardships and sacri sometimes
Mexico
2.186.39
.
,
Agricultural college yester
exposed are stronger, and
McKinley
His the
fices of mission life in China.
risk of detection and exposure is
269.64 day. it) was learned today that E. H
Mora ...
to the less. A
Fe Products eminence paid a tribute, also,
II io Arriba
4.981.87 Oakley, of the Santa
canifot hear and decide
the his own judge or one in which he
and
the
lay
delegates
149.64 j company, is making an effort to" get priests,
is
case,
Santa Fe .
heroes fresh from the mission fields.
1,085.66 (the course given in Santa Fe county.
Kamioral ..
personally interested. He may decide
who bore the battle scars of
it conscientiously and in accordance
8.484.38
h'ooorn ...
jit will require an enrollment of 100
conflict.
with law. But that is not enough.
Sfemi
1,223.75 and the fee will be $2 each. He has
"It was the first meeting for many The law will not permit him to reap
San MiRucl
1,134.90 secured a number of names already,
of ug with the papal delegate, Arch a
personal advantage from an official
Taos
1,835.88 but any interested in getting in line
whose presence at act performed in favor of himself.1
communi bishop Bonzano,
Valencia
1,011.02 for these courses, should
the congress indeed proved, to be both
Again, in the case of the people of
533.12 cate with him at once.
Torrance
an inspiration and a guidance. Wear- the state of New York vs. Thomas, 38
Roads in Valencia
Otero
2,525.50
At the state engineer's office it was ing the papal gold and white, the Barb. 287, it is said in the syllabus:
"It is a principle of universal ap
announced
that word had been receiv archbishop was a striking figure in
Totai
$31,284.50
followed
the
which
the
as well as of public decency,
procession
plication
The sum of $31,2x4.15 which Is 25 ed from Eugene Kempenlch, chairman
held
cathedral.
at
a
the
tniBt committed to an
services
that
public
of
the
county commissioners of Va
per cent of the total receipts, was
"Of the many prelates who deliver- individual by name shall not be dis
earned by the different national ' for lencia county, stating that the com,
missioners there made the maximum ed striking address, Archbishop Quig-ley- charged for his own benefit, or to pro
ests as follows:
mote, his private interest."
who
of
chancellor
is
of
Chicago,
Alamo
$ 2,798.02 levy of mills for roads in that counsocieIn the State of Oregon vs. Hoyt, 2
Extension
Catholic
Church
the
This is expected
Carson
to bring in
4,691.10 ty.
arouBed groat enthusiasm when he Oreg. 249, the question Involved was
ty,
353.07 about $16,000, of which, $5,000 will be
Chiricahua
declared that he rejoiced at the evi- tha.t of the office of marshal of the
Datll ... ;
6,816.36 spent on the western extension of the
dence
the assemblage afforded that city of Portland. It appeared that one
Gila
6,337.54 Camino Heal, and the balance on the
American Catholic Mission- Rosenheim, who was a member of the
Jomez
He also the first
2,761.31 other roads of the county.
was neither a mistake common council of the city, secured
congress
ary
Lincoln
1,283.32 stated that the road boosters of Va- nor
a
He pointed out that its his ration by that body to the office
failure.
Manzano
774.38 lencia, McKinley and Bernalillo coun- arouse a wider and of city marshal and asserted1 his right
to
was
object
Pecos ....
2,192.19 ties would have a joint road meeting
in the missions of to discharge the duties of both offices
interest
deeper
Zunl . ;
3,276.96 to discuss good roads at Albuquer
the church and to brnig about a bet and to receive the emoluments con
que. November 21.
ter understandng of their condition, nected with the of'ice of marshal. The
Road Delegates
court of Oregon, took a difTotal
$31,284.15
in their
Improvement. supremeview
Delegates to the American Road terminating
of the case and in holding
Schools of Chave County
ferent
accomProof that these objects were
The state educational department Builders' association convention at
Rosenheim made use of the
against
the distinguished archbishop
statistician has figured out some in- Philadelphia, December 9 to 12, have plished,
of following language:
of Chicago found in the
"The marshal is the executive ofteresting conclusions from the Chaves been appointed by Governor McDon this second American Missionary
ficer of the council, and has to settle
county report for the school year of ald as follows: R. E. Twitchell, of Las
congress.
1912-1his accounts for fees and services with
The report shows some inter Vegas; F. E. Lester, of Las Cruces,
"The missions; in the southwest owe that
D. K. B. Sellers of Albuquerque.
and
body; and it would, not be com
about
In
schools
New
facts
esting
much to Archbishop Quigley, who has
State College Athletics
petent for him to pass on his own acMexico. Among other things he has
of
The State College football team is proved a friend in our hour - need, counts, and vote money out of the
made the following deductions:
and who is ever at work to- devise
city treasury into his own pocket. It
There are 41 districts In the county. playing for the championship of the
new or better means for aiding the 'is
contrary to the policy of the law
won
the
all
southwest,
One district
pot including Roswell,
games
having
missions and extending the great for an officer to prostitute his official
has ftix school rooms; two have five so far to date. One more game how
work of the society of which he is position by using his official appointrooms; two have four rooms; two ever, is to be pulled off between Roschancellor.'
ing power to place himself in office,"
have three roms, three have two well and the State College team, on
the
Pitaval
stated
that
Archbishop
I believe that there can be no doubt
rorns and 28 districts have but one Thanksgiving day. The score stands
Boston newspapers lent a helping that the opinion of this office, that a
room. There is one school house with as follows: A. c. 7 vs. El Paso High
hand in spreading light on the mis- member of a county road board should
six rooms: one with five rooms; one school, 2.
sionary work and by printing long not be employed by the board for any
C.
A.
vs.
El
Paso High Bchool, 0.
with four rooms; three with two and
A. C. 51; vs. (Regimental Battery extracts from the addresses of the purpose, Is the correct ore, and you
49
school houses in the
prelates and priests who gave first are therefore advised accordingly.
team) Ft. Bliss, Tex., 6.
county.
Yours very truly,
hand
knowledge of their chosen fields
(Six points were scored on second
There were 70 teachers, of whom
labor.
of
H. S. CLANCY,
(Signed)
22 were men and) 48 women.
One team of A. C.)
Assistant
Attorney General.
A. C. 12 vs. University of Arizona, 6.
teacher, taught with a permit; five had
A Hint to Young Mothers
A. O. 13, V3. El Paso High shcool, 3.
third grade certificates; 27 had sece"When my children show the slightHunger the Best Sauce
A. C. 14, vs. Catholic Association of
rns? grade: 36 first grade and one had
est symptoms of being croupy I give
Sauce la used to create an appetite.
El Paso, 0.
a professional certificate.
them Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, The right way is to look to the digesA. C. 13, vs. University of New
i ne averaw lengin or term was
and when I have- - a cough or cold on tion, When that is good you are cer0.
6.43 months.
Ono school had two
the lungs I take it for a few days tain to- relish your food'. Chamber-Iain'- s
one
two
had
two
2'.1;
months;
three;
and am soon Tid of the cold," writes
Tablets improve the digestion
In damp, chilly weather there te
one had S1; one bad 3
fi;i4
Mo. and create a healthy appetite. For
Mrs.
Sta.,
Ferguson
Clay
Fry,
fix ad four months, 10 had five always a large, demand, for. BAL- The first symptom of croup is hoarse- sale by all dealers. Adv.
LARD'S SNOW LINIMENT because
mouths: II had six months; seven had many
people who know by experience ness, give Chamberlain's Cough Remmonths: 15 had eight months; Its great relieving power in rWi-matl- c edy as soon as the child becomes
EQUAL SUFFRAGE LEAGUE
aehea and pains, prepare to hoarse and' It will prevent the attach.
j,n(j s'4 months, and
seven
Madison,
Wis., Nov. 39. Many notapply it at the first twinge. Price
for nine months.
no
This
contains
narcotic.
ed women's suffrage advocates from
remedy
S.'e "flc and $1.00 per bottle.
Sold
ThninTcd by Central Drug Co. A3v.
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
monthly salary paid
Wisconsin and other states are in at--
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WOMEN'S SUITS

WOMEN'S COATS
$31 .p
$23.50
$19.50
$14.50

$27.25
$ 19.75
$17.35

to $37.50 Garments for
to $27.50 Garments for-- .
to $22,.50 Garments for
to $18.00 Garments for

$ 13.65

$32.50
$27 50
$21.00
$13. 5C

to
to
to
to

$45.00
$31.50
$25.00
$17 00

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

for.
for
for
for

$29.00
$22.50
$18.75

-

$10.75

S5.00 Shoes for S2.95
Our entire stock of Tan, Russia and Brown Buckskin Shoes, ail new desirable
styles, a'l sizes, worth $3.50 to $5 00, special

$2.95

fLfta VflLoulitul Store

WOOLTEX

FRANKEL

ympjumj&l6 Son

SUITS FOR
WOMEN

-

d

OFF

ONE-FOURTH

1

i

19, 1913.

SUITS FOR
MEN

Eatoilisluxl 182

tendance at the annual convention of
the Wisconsin Equal Suffrage association which opened here today for
a session of two days. Among the
leading speakers is Mrs. Rex Mc- Creery, who did valuable work during
in
the woman's suffrage campaign
Pennsylvania.
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CHILD'S LAXA11VE

MADE FROM FRUIT CAN'T HARM
TENDER STOMACH, LIVER
AND BOWELS

The Children's Chil
dren" are now using
Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound and it is today the same safe effective and curative medicine thattheirparents
found it. For all coughs,
colds, croup, whooping

If your little one's tongue is coated,
it is a sure sign the stomach, liver
and bowels need a egntle, thorough
cleansing at once. When your child
is cross, peevish, listless, pale, doesn't
sleep, act naturally; if breath Is bad,
stomach sour, system full of cold,
throat sore, or If feverish, give a
teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
Figs," and In a few hours all the
clogged-up- ,
.constipated waste, sour
bile and undigested food will gently
move out of the bowels, and you have
a w.ell, playful child again.
Sick children needn't be coaxed to
take this harmless "fruit laxative."
Millions of mothers keep It handy because they know its action on the
stomach, liver and bowels is prompt
and sure. They also know a little
given today saves a sick child tomorrow.
Ask your druggist for a
of "California Syrup

hot-ti- e

.of Figs,"

which contains directions for babies,
children'of all ages and for grown-up- s
plainly on the bottle. Beware of coun
terfeits sold here. Get the genuine,
made by "California Fig Syurp Company." Don't be fooled! Adv.

MEETING OF TEXAS AD CLUBS
Beaumont, Tex., Nov. 19. The third
annual convention of the Associated
Advertising Clubs of Texas opened

n

imi

I

IS' "SYRUP OF FIGS"

cough, bronchitis,
hoarsenes and tickling
in throat, use it. It

gives satisfactory
sults.

FOR

(btilisd Colds

re-

CONTAINS

O. G. SCHAEFER.

RED CROSS DRUG CO

here today with Gus W. Thomasson,
the president of the Texas organiza
tion, in the chair. The list of dele
gates attending the convention includes representatives of the clubs
In Abilene, Beaumont, Dallas, Fort
Worth, Houston, San Antonio, Texar-kanWaco and Waxahachle.
The
program of the convention includes
many
speakers who will
deliver addresses upon topics of current interest to the advertising and
business men. There will also be
round table discussions of advertising
matters, conducted by various officials and members of the Texas asso
ciation. There will also be addresses
by advertising men .from New York,
Boston, New Orleans and other large
cities in other parts of the country.
well-know- n

BIRMINGHAM, ALA. F. L. Willis,
suffered greatly from asthma and
bronchitis. He writes: "I got no relief until I took Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound. It entirely removed
those choking sensations, and never
failed to produce an easy and comfortable condition of the throat and
lungs. O. G. Scbaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

Pain in Back and Rheumatism
Torment thousands of people dally.
Don't be one of these sufferers when
for so little cost you can get well rid
of the cause. Foley Kidney Pills begin their good work from the very
first dose. They exert so direct an
action on the kidneys and bladder
that the pain and torment Of backache, rheumatism and kidney trouble
is soon dispelled, o. G. Schaefer andi
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Subsoribe for The optic.
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SKYSCRAPERWILL
BE BUILT OF
GLASS

tie sympathy with the prevailing un-- j
rest which is attributed to the high
cost of living. For more than 30 years
it has held forth in a prominent down
town location, on a 30x60 plot that
Is held today at $230,000. This place
is an education in catering at prices
that make the cost of living shrivel
to a mere husk.. Here only an occasional one of the many thousand
spends more than 5 cents for
hiis noon day meal, as at 1 cent each
may be had "hot dogs," rolls, waffles, crullers, buns, ice cream cones
or lemonade, and coffee at 2 cents a
cup. And the repast may be topped
off with well varnished candy or a
cigarette or a postal to celebrate the
Durfeast all at a penny apiece.
ing the two midday rush hours the
restaurant serves no less than 2,000
cones of ice cream and 3,000 cups of
coffee, or chicory (?), not to mention
the vast quantities of other provender. The proprietor owns up to a profit of $150 weekly over a monthly
rental of $225 and all other expenses
Turkey Trotters Are Travelers
'
The "tea dancers" lead all other
recent
in
tests
of
ground
pedestrians
of
vatlous
proclivities
covering
classes of New Yorkers. These are
the turkey trotters and tango devotees who frequent the afternoon tea
places. According to the pedometer,
whose business it is to measure and
very movement forward,
register
backward or sidewise 4t required lit-tieffort for one of these to trip over
12 miles In four hours. A close second was: the girl behind1 a drug store
counter who registered seven miles
in three hours. A disappointing surprise was the showing of a sprightly
quick lunch waitress who covered
only two miles In two rather busy
hours. The record of "one of the finest" of the Broadway police squad
was only two miles in four hours. To
a park lounging hobo belongs the
"booby" prize. In four hours he managed to shift his carcass just 69 feet

New York, Nov. 19 A scaled skyscraper of glass is New York's newest building wonder. Paradoxical as

.

this may seem, though 78 per cent
of this structure in fact, all except
the steel skeleton is to, be glass,
there will riat be a single window. It
is. being erected by a leading publishing concern, and of nearly $2,000,000
to be expended $3ffl),000 will be for
the power plant alone. Of the many
new features which will make this
truly a loft building de luxe the most
notable is the. abolition of windows
and the .scientific ventilating system
Fresh air, entering at the second
floor, Is washed and dried, passing
through, a shower chamber where a
blinding downpour of artificial rain
rids it of all Impurities. Thus washed, the air is sucked through cqoling
chambers into a huge flue of two
wedge-lik- e
sections, one for carrying
off the foul air and the other for replacing the same with the purified
fresh air. With ceilings unusually
high, this will be the tallest
structure in the world. Fresh, cool
spring water will be piped to sanitary
fountains in each suite. Being
there will be no draughts,
dust or noises from without and quiet
from within will be promoted by rubber floors, electric carriers, noiseless
typewriters and' dictaphones. Ink for
presses will be. piped to the, prees
rooms by air pressure, and coal and
ashes handled by gravity and auto- In all.
"
"Joyriding Jennie"
matic machinery entirely. The mail
GothamitGB who crave joyriding but
bag chute Is also a fire, escape a
where-huge tube with three spirals seven have neither autos nor the
feet in diameter into which one may withal to 'rent, them are indebted to
i.Hnnie Reisch, a Delancey street
jump and, presto, be down to the
street in a few seconds. Not a sliver housemaid, for pointing a way. Jenof wood will be used in the construc- nie's' ff.vorite habit is giving a real
tion of the building or its furniture. and lifelike imitation of an active fit
On the roof are to be a sun parlor fo? at an opportune time and place. She
the women and a smoking room for dresses well and is a delicate fea
the .men; also a steam laundry where ed, rather good looking young woman
will be washed all uniform overalls, whose plight quickly wins the symas well as towels and other necessary pathy of those nearby and a hurry
linen.
call for one of those fast flying autoSinging Fires t Sleep
mobile ambulances especially designGotham has been introduced to a ed for incoming hospital guests. Jea-ninew principle in extinguishing fires,
appears to have reached the end
tests of which have excited much in- of her rope, however, as sho is now
terest among officials and scientists. so wo'l kuewn to tlia emergency' surA naturalist and "nature singer" from
geons :f all the city hospita's that
the far west demonstrates that flames
promptly turn her over to the
can be put out by singing to them or rclice for a more
liesurely av proby drawing a bow across a piece of saic
to the lockup.
journey
metal as in playing a violin. Standing a dozen feet from a high gas
flame the singer by certain sounds State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
causes the flame to flicker or quiver
ss.
Lucas County,,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
or die out at will. And with a bow
he is, senior partner of the firm of
and a piece of aluminum the peculiar F.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business
his
combination
of
vibrations from a
in the City of Toledo, County and
singing and playing were powerful State aforesaid, and that said firm
enough to cause a flame 50 feet dis- will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
tant to act In the same way, finally HOLLARS for each and every case
if catarrh that cannot be cured by the
going out. While there is apparently
CATARRH CURB.
no getting around the fact that a fire use of HAUL'S FRANK
J. CHENEY.
will go out if the right song is sung
Sworn to before mo and subscrih
human
characteristic
almost
an
at it,
ed in my presence, thl3 6th day of
the development of the principle has December, A. D. 138G.
A. W. GLEASON,'
(Seal)
not yet reached the point where quarNotary Public.
tettes are held in the fire houses
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Interready to dash to a conflagration and nally and acts directly upon the
literally charm the fiery flames from blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials, free. '
their feast.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. .
Combat High Cost of Living
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
New York has a penny restaurant
Take Hall's Family Pills for conwhose thousands of patrons have lit- - stipation. Adv.
e
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In S. S. S. You Get a Twist on Kheumalfcm That Settles It,
Many a rheumatic sufferer has been to
the drug store for a bottle of S. S. S. and
been handed something claimed to be
"Just as good." Truly, to ask for bread
and be given a stone Is still in practice.
If you are troubled with rheumatism In
any torm be Eure to use S. S. S. and note
its wonderful influence.
8. S. S. has the peculiar action of soaking through the intestines directly into
the blood. In five minutes Its influence is
at work In every artery, vein and tiny
capillary. Every membrane, every organ
of the body, every emunctory becomes in
effect a filter to strain the blood of impurities. The stimulating properties of 8.
& S. compel the skin, liver, bowels, kidneys, bladder to ail work to the one end
ol casting out every irritating, every
atom of poison; it dislodges by
irrication all accumulations In the Joints,
causes acid accretion to disolve. Routers
.

them neutral and scatters those peculiar
formations In the nerve centers that
cause such mystifying and often bafflins
rheumatic pains.
And best of all this remarkable remedy
Is welcome to the weakest stomach. It
you. have drugged yourself until your
stomach Is nearly paralyzed, you will ba
astonished to And that S. S. S. gives no
sensation but goes right to work. This ia
because it is a pure vegetable infusion, ia
taken naturally Into your blood just M
pure air is inhaled naturally into your
lungs.
Get

a bottle of S. S. S. today, and ask
for a. s. s.
You may depend upon it that the store
that sells you what you ask for is a good
place to trade. Write to the Swift
Specific Co . 204 Swiff Bldg., Atlanta, ffa.,
fur their Boon tui llheumatlsm.

HERRICK'S RED PEPPER POROUS
PLASTER for the chest. Tae syrup
relaxes the tightness and the plaster
draws out the inflamation. It ia an
i'deal combination for curing colds
settled In the lungs. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

19, 1913.
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Silent One" follows him and by the
power of his mentality forces the
man to plunge off a high cliff to
death.
The wonderful iconception of the
AT
remarkable character, the fine drawing of the character of the "Silent
A resident of Washington, N. J., reOne" and the usual extreme care In
cently gathered from his garden on
production emphasized In Mr. Fieldthe same day a measure of ripe rasping's plays makes this one of his
berries and natural ice thick enough
most Interestiag offering.
GOVERNMENT
FORESTER TELLS to freeze thf fruit
The "Ranger's Reward" is one of THE JACOBY CONTEST WILL BE
PHOTOPLAY AND BROWNE WILL
a sherbet
OF THE NECESSITY FOR
Mr. Fielding's' early productions and
DISPLAY LUBIN PICTURES'
BROUGHT
TO At CLOSE
PRESERVING WOODS
TONIGHT ONLY
THROW OUT THE LINE
tells a thrilling and interesting story
THIS EVENING

GRAVES TALKS TO

CONSERVATION:

FIELDING

FILMS

mw& mihiiii lu
8,000 VOTES

THE LOCAL

CONGRESS

pat-ron-

HOUSE
NEW YORK PUBLISHING
TO HAVE A WONDERFUL
BUILDING

NOVEMBER

THEATERS

AHEAD

ir-'.-

Washington, Nov. 19. Henry S.
Graves, United Stateji forester, spoke
before the National Conservation
Congress in session today, dwelling
particularly on the present policies
of the government in respect to the
activities of the forest service. Referring to the attitude of the present
as . to the
administration
states' rights policy, which has advocated state instead of federal control of forests, M. Graves says there
is no thought of any change in the
established system 'of federal ownership and control.
The forester spoke in part as follows;
"The nation has an important stake
In forestry. Here as in. all other
countries the real development of forestry began when the government
took up its practice. Even today some
persons would leave the forests entirely to private owners, others insist
that the public phases of forestry
are altogether a state function and
federal activities in this field uncalled
for. Those who hold this view are
usually either lukewarm concerning
the need for forest conservation or
opposed to restricting private activities. Yet unrestricted private exploitation of forests is impossible if we
are to continue to have the forests
that the nation needs.
"National responsibility in forestry
is perfectly clear cut. There need be
no confusion with an equally clear
cut responsibility of the states. And
as to private forestry little of value
has so far been done that hag not
action
oeen an" outcome of public
through state or federal agencies, or
both. The national work will always
be the backbone of American forestry,
not trenching on or interfering with
state work or individual efforts but
serving as a guarantee that national
needs which individual states cannot
meet! will be provided for on a national scale.
"Underlying the roregiry problem
are two fundamenta' considerations
which should be emphasized and reiterated until thoroughly driven home.
One is the public character of forestry.
Both in the matter of a con timed
supply of forest proqucts and In that
of the conseravtion of water resources
th public welfare is at stake. Secondly, stability of policy and permanence of ownership are essential to
any successful attack on this great
conservation problem.
"I am frequently aske.d as I travel
about the country whether I am going to make Important changes in
forestry policy. I was asked that very
often in 1910, when I first, took office.' I am asked it often this year.
My answer is that what we are seeking Is not changes but the development of a permanent public enterprise with consistent and stable policies.
The natural rorests were set
aside in the recognition that the bulk
of these lands should be handled permanently under public protection and
control.
"The aim of the present administration Is not to overturn, but to
take very possible step to increase
efficiency of the organization, to adjust difficulties, and to advance aa
fast as possible the purpose? for
which the. national forests were established. Secretary Houston recent,
ly said to me:
" 'Establish ''permanent boundaries.
Classiify your lands; segregate the
agricultural land and fix right limits
for what is needed as protective and
productive forests. Develop permanent policies based on full recognition
of .lasting public Interests, and settled forestry practice fitted to the
individual needs or each, forest and
locality. Study efficiency; make any
changes necessary for this purpose,
but make no changes that are not
clearly called for in the public interest. Carry out your plans for tlu
development and increasing use of the
forests; but, above all, make each
forest work for .community upbuilding
and Weal as well as general welfare.
We must always have in mind the
men and women who are building up
a new country and laying the foundations for prosperous, thriving commonwealths. We mi t try to study
their needs and see where and how
the forests can help them. But we
must not cease to guard effectively
against the eviils of private privilege
and monopolistic control of resources
now the property of the public.' ",
--
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of the west
Give Them Help and Many East Las
Managers Duncan and Browne of
That Miss Edith. Wright probably
the Browne and Photoplay theaters For Children There Is Nothing Better will win the Jaeoby contest w3
Vegas People Wilil Be Happier
A cough medicine for children must
have secured a complete Romaine
"Throw Out the Life Line"
shown this morning when her standtheir
and colds without
help
for
Weak kidneys need help.
Fielding program
tonight, pre- bad effects coughs
oh their little stomachs ing was given "as nearly 8,000 votes
They're often overworked they senting two of Mr. Fielding's popular and bowels. Foley's Honey and Tar ahead of all her competitors. Mtea
don't get the poison filtered out of subjeicts, "The Power, of Silence" and exactly fills this need. No opiates, Wright had 26,722 votes, with the en"The Ranger's Reward." The Interest no sour stomach, no constipation fol- tire day in which to obtain more. Th'i
the blood.
in Mr. Fielding and his work is un- lows its use. Stuffy colds, wheezy
Will you help them
;
of the others is: Edwia
coughs and croup are all standing
Doan's Kidney pills have brought usually pronounced this week, on ac- breathing,
quickly helped. . O. G. Schaefer and Rosenthal, 18,202; Miss Ivan Bloom,
benefit to thousands of kidney suf- count of the spectacular work In Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
17,785; Miss Audrey Burns, 13,002; O.
staging the marvelous ba.ttle scenes
ferers.
C. Gero, 12,845; Max Ilfeld, 12,013;
About 1,000 servants are attached Fred Lewis, 12,003.
East Las Vegas testimony proves for Mr. Fielding's great five-ree-l
play,
"The Golden God," and Managers to King George's household.
their worth.
Edwin Rosenthal advanced from
Mrs. L. J. Meyer, 225 Railroad Ave., Duncan and Browne, expect a great
fourth place to second, while all tha
East Las Vegas, N. M., says: "About attendance at both houses. The Would Make Them Better If They contestants have materially increase.!
Could
four years ago I was suffering a great thousands of visitors who have arrivwill
their totals. "Paddr"
The makers of Foley Kidney Pills receive votes until 10:30 o'clock this
deal. My back ached terribly and was ed' to see the production work are
know
so lame that it was hard for me to eager to see any of the most popular best that they have absolutely the evening at the Hotel Romaine. At
and
combination of curative
i
finished healint; medicines for
bend over to do any work that photoplay
kidney and that hour the contest wiH close.
bladder ailments and urinary irreguThe work has been most successful
brought a strain on my loins. My plays.
In "The Power of Silence" Mr. larities that it I possible to produce. and Daddy is pleased with the pup-kidneys didn't act right and my
Is why Foley Kidney Pills are
whole system was affected. Others Fielding presents an. unusual char- That best
medicine for the purpose port given. He Is confident of placthe
In our home had been greatly bene- acter etudy of a man In the west, you can
buy. O. G. Schaefer and Red ing Romaine Fielding in the lead of
fited by Doan's Kidney Pills and I who becomes known as "The Silent Cross Drug Store. Adv.
j
the popularity contest, as a lar
number of votes which, have been
began using them. They gave me re- One." Working, living, ioving quietly
lief right away. I was soon cured and eilently, he fails to gain the love China, Japan and Canada are said ket In stock will to scat ia tills
and I have never had any trouble of the girl he loves and remains si- to be the only civilized countries hav- evening. .
,
from my back or kidneys since. I lent as she is stolen away from him ing no banruptcy laws.
The results of the local contest anc?
the winner will be announced tomorplace great faitfe' In Doan's Kidney by an adventurer.
Pills."
He warns the man that should evil Had Taken His
"Daddy" expects to see every
in Medicine row.
-
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For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents, Foster-MlburCo., (Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
n

befall the girl of his heart he had as
wejl kill himself, so sure would be
the revenge of "The Silent One." The
adventurer proves himself and after
squandering the girl's money and
breaking her heart deserts her. "The

;

Weight
advance from 2,000
M. D. Faucett, of Gillsville, Ga., contestant
votes
8,000
today.
medin
had
taken
his
he
saya
weight
icine for headache and constipation,
but never used anything that did him
Clean cotton rasa
WANTED
so much good as Chamberlain's Tablets. For sale by all dealera. Adv.
Optic office.
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K tight feeling in the chest accom
panied by a short, dry cough, In"
cates an Inflamed condition In the
lungs. To relieve it buy the doii-- r
stze RALLARD'3 TTOREHOUND SYlc
UP; yon set wiih each bottle a free
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Come down to the office
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and make your selection
from our beautiful linz
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FOUR
for the anthropologist and historian
to determine. It Is unfortunate that
this color, which is becoming increas
ingly important with the growing danfrom accidents and danger supposed
the color to which many human eyes
-
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port that the latter has recently
ed to be relieved from, further luiy
in connection with the strike.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Nov. 19. r Speculators
were perplexed at the, sudden outburst
of selling whijeh depressed stocks tot
HOW TO BENEFIT BY CANAL,
day, coining in the midst of a morn-Jttig- f
Jtepresenta-tive- s
session which was proceeding in
Philaelphia, Nov.
of the iron, steel and machinery the same dull, colqr'ess way as on the
manufacturing interests of pelaware, twp previous days. Lack of definite
Maryland and New Jersey are gather- Information concerning Mexican afing here in large numbers to attend fairs and reiteratiou of unfavorable
the business conference to be held trade news depressed sentiment and
From
here tomorrow under the auspices of made the market susceptible to bear
(Continued
Page One.)
the Pennsylvania steel and iron man- - raids.
The list was hot long under presgives back to the(world that which Is ufacturers, with a view of educating
- sure, however, and before noon part
Still
own
Freedom.
manusteel
and
its
and
iron
merchants
rightfully
by the facturers of machinery as to the com- - of the losses had been recovered.
absolute, still
Bonds were steady.
Golden inercial possibilities of the Panama
"The
his
mentality.
strength of
'
Recovery from the early low prices
God" becomes the people's champion canal. The entire industry will be
This
and proves his right to the crown of directly concerned in the subjectB to facilitated distribution again.
in Reading and
evident
was
most
the
for
discussed
at
people.be
this conference.
power by preserving
Union iPactfic, - which returned to
the sacred profits of their toil.
Speakers of international fame, fami
levels.
War Automobile Leads Cavalry
liar with the possibilities of the Pan- their
The market closed heavy. ' Torpid
One of the most picturesque scenes ama canal, will address the conferthe end..
was in a brilliant
ence and special efforts will be made speculation prevailed until
glased today
steel trade
the
Dismal
reports
from)
in
his
atMr.
led
to show the trade representatives
by
Fielding
airy charge
.ah- automobile equip- tending the conference how the open-in;- ; arid the oft announcement of. an,
big
in copper prices did not in- cut
rupt
of the Panama canal will affect
ped with a rapid fire machine gun,
the selling pressure on either
mounted by soldier with Power at the their business and precisely what
affected. The last sales
of
stocks
the
wheel leading the combined troops. must bo done to make the Delaware
as
follows:
battle.
river front one of the famous shipcavalry and artillery, into the
70
Amalgamated Copper
It was in this powerfully dramatic ping centers of the world.
107
bid
Sugar,
and spectacular scene in which both
92
Atchison
Mr. Feilding and Miss Mason showed
106
Pacific
Northern
talents. CAVALRY

P EOPLE

15,000

WITNESS WAR

Is

WATCHES

are ; insensitive.
CO.
apparently becoming more common.
ALL GRADES
THE RJGHT PRICE
In its most frequent form, it Is imA
ONE
GOOD
person to
possible for the color-blinfrom
red
green, yet those
Editor. distinguish
M. M. PADGETT
e
two colors, which are the most
are
the
to the human retina,
t 1:1
uuco which are in most common
use as signals for danger and cau- tion. So common Is red and green
that all licensed pilots
Entered at the postoffice at East
ALSO-REPAIRINLas Vegas, New Mbxtco, for trans- masters of vessels, engineers, fire-- j
mission through the United States men, motormen and others employed
in directing vessels, trains,
trolley
malls as eecond class matter.
oars and other means of transportation are required to submit to a color-tes- t
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
and to prove that they possess
Oats, Dec. 38; May 42.
Dally, by Carrier
color
an accurate degree of
IS. Light
Jan. $20.97y2; May J20.95.
Nov.
Pork,
Russian
Chicago,
.
1'er Copy
i t5
The simple expedient of
Lard,' Jan. $11.02;' May '$11.22.
and Manitoba offers and reports of
.15
Dae Week
as a sign of danger a color
e
Ribs, Jan. $11.07; May $11.22.
less favorable weather in the
.65 selecting
One Month
which
to
practically all human eyes
dian northwest
today
imparted
7.50
One Year
are susceptible has only recently been
strengtn 10 wneat, me maraei siun-wer- e
Dally, by Mali
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Vz net higher.
to
toe Year
. &G.00 suggested. Drugs, Oils and Paints, in
ing
Kansas City, Nov. 19. Hogs, reThe close was strong at a net gain
3.0t a recent isstfe, contains an article by
Six Months
..........
Dr. Francis D. Patterson,
suggesting
to
cf
ceipts 13,000. .Market steady- tp 5
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
a new signal to take the place of the
cents higher. Bulk $7.G07.85; heaStrong cables and rather
GROWER
familiar rea warning. Patterson calls
weather In the corn belt sent vy $7.757.90; packers and butchers
WILL FAS
?2.00 attention to the fact that the number their wonderful , histrionic
One Year
to y2, $7.707.85; lights $7.G07.85; pigs
159
Reading .
1.00 of Industrial accidents is at present Miss Mason, shot by the troops of her
Six Months
!DUt a slight reaction followed some $6.757.25.
8G
Pacific
Southern
enormous and is apparently increas- father, Power, leading the mobs
Market
Cattle, receipts
6,000.
THROUGH LAS VEGAS Union Pacific
.150ii (liberal realizing sales.
(Cash in Advance for Mall
of the
steers
.to
ing. As approximately one male in against this brilliant charge
was
to
Prime
fed
at
firm
steady
The
close
strong.
55
United States Steel
the
Subscriptions)
xn cent net advance.
dressed
steers
every 25 has a deficient color percep- - armies, meets her father upon
$7
beef
$8.259;
. . .105V2
United
States
Steel,
Remit by check, draft or money
pfd..
tion and as most o these have an im- - field. Her remarkable physical as TWO SPECIAL TRAINS WILL CARwestern steers' $6.508.25;
Outs followed wheat and corn, ad- - 8.25;
order. If sent otherwise we via not
would stamp
RY TROOPERS TO FORT
paired sensibility for red, Dr, Patter-- j Well as mental playing
to
but the volume southern steers $57.50; cows $4
ba responsible for loss.
Regulate the bowels when they fail vacinS
son argues that the retention of this Miss Mason as one of the hiost daring
stockers
small.
6.75; heifers $5,.258.50;
GALLUP, N. M.
was
anicf
trade
BINE
to
move
HER
is
on
properly.
free
Specimen copies
application. color as
It hell's
,a danger signal is si.iiply in and talented of screep stars.
Chicago, Nov. 19. Major Beecher admirable bowel regulator.
Smaller hog receipts than expected and feeders $5.50(y 7.50; l;bulls $5
Throughout the entire battle, which II. Ray today completed arrangements the liver and stomach and restores h ed sent provisions up 2V2 to 10 cents. 6.75; calves $fi.5010.25.
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT viting further increase in accidenrs.
His objection is based on the fact alternated throughout the day, hun- for transporting 321 men and officers fine feeling of strength and buoyoncy Last add Chi bof t ... ..
o
EXPIRATION OF TIME
Sheep, receipts 7,000. Market 10 to
Price 50. Sold by Central Drug Co
to dreds of pounds of dynamite and pow- of the Twelfth
that many r.ersons are color-blin15
cents higher. I,anths $6.507.25;
PAID FOR
were:
The
cavalry from Robinclosing quotations
Adv.
red and are consequently not only der were used in gigantic explosion son, Neb., to Fort Gallup, N - M., in
'
Dec. 8G ; May 90.
yearlings $4 .505.50; wethers $4.25
Wheat,
Advertisers are guaranteed the barred from any occupation in which scenes, in which streets, houses and connection with the Indian disturbanewes $3.754.50.
Subscribe for The Optf
Corn, Dec. 71; May 71.
were blown up. ces. The
will leave Fort Robfargest daily and weekly, circulation a color perception is necessary, but even mountain sides
troops
is in inson next
The play of "The Golden-Godof any newspaper la northern New are also deprived of the protection
Friday morning with full
and
is
was
and
written,
five
reels,
Mexico.
from accidents and anger supposed
field equipment, going over the Chito bev offered by danger signals. He being directed, and the leading role, cago and Northwestern railroad to
TELEPHONES
also objects, to red for practical rea that of Myton Power, is being played Denver
and from Denver to Fort
Main 2 sons; It is a fugitive color, difficult by Romaine Fielding.' '
Business Office
over the Santa Fe. The trip,
Gallup
News Department
Main 9 to distinguish, fading on exposure to
The part permits one of the most according to schedule, wll require 72
.ln.n4;n nrtrt nnwot-fll- l mlp -Mr Flfilfl-!- . nours. Two special trains will be re-sunlight and requiring frequent re uiu.uiai.lv
"WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER If, 1913. painting. The possibility that red and ing nas ever puruajt-u- , mm
ouired
oi
will increase, a wonderful scope tor me piay
green
SHOIMMMi EAIM.Y
remarkable personality and powers
rather than diminish in the future s
lv serves to emphasize the unfitness, of characterization.
ft
4f
It is customary to smile at the an of these colors as signs of danger and The final mob scenes will be comONAVA
nual recurrence of the admonition to caution. Experiments with the spec- pleted within the course of the next
"do your Christmas shopping early," trum and with color-blinpersons, as two weeks, and then the interior
yot nothing proves so well the diffi well as with various colors at differ-- j secerns will be taken.. It is possible
Onava is a capricious city that has
culty of effecting the most rational ent distances, leads Patterson to the that a month more will be consumed an enviable location, and one of the
and worthy of reforms as the neces- conclusion that yellow and blue are ip the making of the wonder picture, most astounding- outlooks for a
growth
'
sity for this national movement to the best colors for danger signals, as which will cost $50,000 for actual pro ,
)h
immp,,int
fll),.n ihat ,.
and most startle the world's
Induce people to perform the simple he
says that they are the only colors duntiou. and be the largest
history even today.
and Christian-likact of doing their which give' rise to a normal
spectacular battle" picture ever made With a Santa Fe agency, a real esSUNDAY
holiday shopping in good time. All
tate office, a general merchandise
as soon as they become vis- in America.
over the country today newspapers
Aeroplane Battle Tomorrow
store, a livery barn, the Kensington
ible, are the most luminous colors of
3:30 O'CLOCK AT Y. M. C. A.
Because of the cloudy weather Garden cafe, a pretty bank building,
the spectrum, and are permanent and
It is gratifying to note that there is
ata weekly newspaper to be installed
persons react which prevailed this morning, no
fast, while color-blin.greater seeming disposition to heed
wonderthe
soon, an elevator, a moving picture
to them. It has long since tempt was made to stage
normally
this appeal than ever before. Not the
into a proverb, 'says The Jour ful aeroplane battle scene, as Mr. show, a butcher shop and a large
passed
least of the educational results is!
nal of the American Medical Asspcia- - Fielding wishes to make this portion sugar beet factory, all of which will
found in the attitude of the mer- tion, that it is easier to change the of his picture under the best possible be in operation by July, 1914, why
cnants themselves, who have begun
In the afternoon a should we not be more than proud
of the people than to change circumstances.
their holiday advertising early, for In laws
customs. The fact that many brisk wind and doubtful sunlight were of our city, when we see the fruits
their
this way they will afd In promoting
to distinguish red factors which worked against the of our labors produce such rare rethe comfort of their employes as well persons are unable
alone be suf- bombardment from the skies. If good sults for our advancement?
from
should
other
colors
as benefit the buying public.
as EE
to be discarded as weather prevails tomorrow, the aircause
ficient
to
it
There are two well defined reasons
maMr.
was
of
the
Gladbrook,
will
la.,
planned
Rudolph
go
through
a danger signal. Whatever color is ship
why people should purchase their
1
should be seletced after the neuvers with the cavalry, the artil- land prospector in our city and spent
adopted
now.
is
One
the
gifts
n
purely selfish
lery, the infantry and the mob of the past week.
most
and
careful
optical
physiologic
advantage to be gained bv selecting
t'.lrugiling humanity.
from full stocks, the less crowded investigation.
!
The grand ball in the Kensington
r
i
(
condition of the shops and the ability
Garden cafe was a great success
m n
of salesmen to wait upon customers
EFFICIENCY OF THE DAIRY
and will be repeated on Friday after
COURT TO
Li y
U
U
L
U
U
To
u
u
la
the
y
Vjy
can
who
,i
satisfactorily.
buyer
December 15. Ail who dance will be
COW
jsrsee no other phase of the proposition
The dairy cow can often be
charged 50 cents admission.
BE ESTABLISHED
this should be enough to arouse him rrousht up to a
high decree of effl- to activity. But the selfish argument
Tho three teachers, have arranged
i)fy by some very simple means.
Is the lesser one. It should be the
to spend next week in Albuquerque
The persistency of the milker will COLORADO
TRY
MILITIA WILL
concern of everybody to relieve 'the
the New Mexico Educaattending
time
the
well
extra
all
for
spent.
ALL OFFENDERS CAUGHT IN
store employes of the hard strain of ay
tional association, which will be profcow think she has
make
the
to
Try
DISTRICT
STRIKE
eleventh-hou- r
shopping which is not
itable to the energetic teacher who
given enough and she will set
"
bad enough under the most favorable
seeks not to trim the lamp of genius
to make it up next timwHA'4f
about
mil19.
Strict
Colo., Nov.
Tjiuidad,
circumstances, but" Is made worse by"
as
'well.
but
of
that
alone,
morality
in the udder will make
tho carelessness and indifference of tie milk left
itary law, including the establishshe Is giving more than she ment of a military court for the trial The attending an association of teachher
think
the people who buy. It is rather a
is expected to, and at the next 'milk- of all law violators, will be inaugur- ers is a rare treat for the progressive
:aad commentary upon a Christian
to get methods and enlightA very fine assortment ol beautiful Table Linens, b'oujjhT' especially for our Thanksgiving
she will 'not have quite so much ated at the close of the present week worker
community that the beauty of the ing
enment from not only the schools of
is
a
difference
for
..There
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lar Indifference to tJie comfort and
ending the strike
well.
health, of those who do so well their first andThe last milk drawn. The coal fields are taken in the interim.
part lq making Christmas merry for first will' sometimes be as low as This, in substance is the statement,
We believe that tlieeacher should
linens, bleached or unbleached, of. the best
one percent and the last has been issued this
$ m6S Table
everybody but themselves.
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rado National Guard, after
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led to many abuses. It is responsible The manipulation of the udder will ence with General John Chase and thereby giving, rather an imperial Im69
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and foolish often ftjhlt'ini til to increase of a pound Francis K. Bouck, deputy attorney partial impersonation of general inTable
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UOO Quality
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2.50 Linen
custom and should be continued, but and pushing the udder up close against now under arrest, have been held up ;jty hall and wrangled for one hour
size 24x24, per
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Damask,
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with
thing.
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Linen
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of the strike through the aid of the of the order, at which time both men
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per
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trvly represents to see to it that these the next
without extra work. Deputy Attorney General Bouck ar- an active part
milking
evils are eliminated. And the public Hera la
where the profit will come rived in Trinidad this morning and
can do nothing better to advance this in. We
Drink to the, ardent health of
all know that a cow with
went into a conference wtti
tiforni than to ehop early jtnd inci- which the eair is allowed to ron will at once
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and watch the arrow of succesg
and
Houghton.
Chase
General
Major
rnily thereby best ectio. Itself,
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very
adjust the flow of milk to He declined to be quoted regarding strike us In the midst.
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SCHMIDT TRIAL POSTPONED
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r-Ne wYork, Nov. 19. After having
by the milker. Oct all the strip- does not met the approval of Govt
n of danger pings.
)
at- been called for trial today the, case
It will
ernor Amnions. No importance-ii.;iy,
i i
V. V. I 'I.I'M MNjT,
"j Kiii suite Use ear-- '
.
tached to the rumored differences exr of Hans Schmidt; slayer of Anna,
'
il was
4cet- - Connty" A
was put over by consent of
General Chase .and,
Coun- Infill K between
r!'t, frov-pr..
ty, Coii.i-'irlAttorney Bouck or tho re-- ! both sides until November 25.
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PARTY GROWS
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A. G. Goerlich of El Porvenir was a
business visitor in the city today.
J. D. Davidson of Albuquercme was
a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Mrs. H. 'Haskell of Ribera was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
MONEY HANDLERS NOW ARE IN
TWO
(Continued From Page One.)
AGGREGATIONS
B. Martinez of Wagon Mound was
THE LEAD BY A MARGIN
SET SAIL TODAY FOR YOKO-HOMLas
in
Vegas
visitor
a business
OF ONE GAME
emptory orders to proceed to Vera
RETURN IN MARCH
Cruz, and the vessels sailed at midMisha-wakof
Howe
Mr. and Mrs. P. W.
Yast night at th Elks' club the night.
Vancouver, B. C, Nov. 19 After
were visitors in Las Ve;,'as toPeons and the Bankers, who have
The British cruiser squadron con- barnstorming through the middle
day."
allowed the bowling game to take sists of three
armored
cruisers, west, the southwest and west of this
Mrs. Gooige Hile of Watrous came care of itself for the past several
Lancaster and Berwick, and United States ever since the close of
Suffold,
la last night for a several days' visit weeks, met and piayed a most inter- is commanded
by Rear Admiral Sir the baseball season about a month
with friends.
game. The final score showed Christopher Cradock.
esting
His flagship is ago the aggregation of baseball stars,
J. D. Hand of Los Alamos was a the Bankers" the winners with 77 the Suffolk.
composed of the players of the Chivisitor in Las Vegas today with a more pins to their credit than the
The three cruisers' are of the same cago White Sox and the New York
Peons. The high, score went to
party from his ranch.
type, displacing 9,800 tons each. They Giants, supplemented by other crack
S. B. Rohrer left last night for
with 546, while the low honors each
players and accompanied by a large
carry' an armament 'of 14
Denver where he will be for several were credited to Joe Dauziger with
party
embracing several club owners
and
three
eight
409.
and their guests, umpires and other
,
days on land business.
guns,
This game puts the Bankers ahead
Deputy Sheriff Baca of Santa Fe
When the British cruisers Suffolk, baseball officials and a number of
came in this afternoon with an insane of the Peons by one game. The ofLancaster
and Berwick arrive at ladies, reached Vancouver today to
ficial ecore is as follows:
bail from this 'port on one of the palpatient for the state noBpital.
Vera Cruz a very powerful fleet of
S. B. Lombard of La Junta, Colo.,
Bankers
atial steamships of the Canadian Pain
be
assembled
will
the
cific Steamship company" on their
1st 2nd 3rd To'l warships
arrived in Las Vegas last night, for
Mexican gulf. The American battle433.
139 122 174
tour around the world.
Witten
a few weeks' business visit here.
IsRhode
474 ships Louisiana, Michigan,
146 157 171
V. E. Goodall of La Junta, Colo., Duncan
Foreign countries uave ueeu visited
New Jersey, Nebras469 land, Virginia,
172 151 14C
twice
arrived in Las. Vegas last night for Strass
before by - American
major
546 ka, and New Hampshire, the cruiser league players.
182 181 163
The first trip was
a several days' business visit here. McWenie
and'
473 Tacoma, the gunboat Wheeling
146 152
made in 1874, by the Boston and PhilJ. H. Tazel of Muscotah, Kan., Hoke
the scout cruiser Chester alone comAthletics of the National
came in yesterday evening and will
adelphia
'
a formidable squadron. To
824 767 806 2397 pose
League, under the direction of A. G.
be a visitor here for the next few
these have been added the German
Peons
Spidfing. The teams visited' only
,.
;.
days.
: ToU cruisers Bremen and Hertha and the
1st 2nd 3rd
Great Britain and made an excellent
S. R. Graham, came in yesterday
467 French armored cruiser Conde.
164 144 159
The second trip to forimpression.
evening from his home in Chicago, Conway
On the Pacific coast of Mexico are eign lands took
481
143
164
-- 174
Martin
several
for
here
a
visitor
be
place in the winter
and will
409 the American armored cruisers Cali- of 1S88. The
123 128 158
J. Danziger
party consisted of the
weeks.
'169 126 123 418 fornia, Maryland and Pittsburgh and Chicago National League club under
W. O. Bourne returned this after- Henriquez
545 the gunboat Annapolis.
The German the presidecy of A. U. Spalding and
160 202 183
noon from Pueblo, Col., wnere he has Losey
on that the
is
also
cruiser
Nuremberg
several
captainship of A. C. Anson and a
been on business for the past
743 787' 2320 side and the Japanese cruiser Izumo team composed of
790
weeks.
players selected
is on the way there.
from the National League and (he
arrived
Tucumcari
of
Israel
Joseph
Dr. W. T. Brown of Valmora came
American
Association by John M.
in Las Vegas last night and will be
his
Huerta Sends Message
Ward. This was an around the world
a business visitor here for the next in this morning with a party from
Mexico City, Nov. 19. General Hu- tour by way of Australia, and home
sanitarium, to witness' the taking of
few days.
erta
motion picture toaay.
the
big
planned today to submit to the by the way of Great Britain.
the
for
C. C, Duke, representative
For the last six years John
Fred Baumbach, formerly proprie- members of his cabinet the message
J. B. Stetson company of Philadelthis
left
to
to
Pavillion
saloon,
the
he
of the New York Giants and
tor
of
deliver
which
his
proposes
in
Las
phia, was a business visitor
tomorrow. Charles Comiskey, president of the
afternoon for Denver, where he will
congress
Vegas today.
be on business for some time.
The cabinet meeting was called for Chicago White Sox, had in their
Miss Audrey Davis of Manitou, Colo.,
in a "private car Presi- this afternoon, at which time it was minis the plan of arranging a tour
Traveling
visa
be
will
came in last night and
of the world for their teams and dupdent. .1. H. Waters of the Cripple
itor with friends here for the next Creek Short Line and Midland Term- expected that General Huerta would
to go over the mes- licating, on a much larger scale, the
members
its
ask,
several days.
inal companies, passed through Las sage with him. The document Is would tour arranged by A. G. Spalding
John Matt and Joseph L. Malt came
Vegas this afternoon on his way from short, and, it is said, reviews tersely 23 years ago. Last January, when
in last night from their mines at
He was the most
Cripple Creek to California.
important acts of the Huerta Mr. McGraw was in Chicago, he met
Tres Hermanos for a several days'
accompanied by his wife and "family. administration dealing frankly with Mr. Comiskey and after they had talkbusiness visit.
Charles Wall, a well known cattle he dissolution of congress and call-iii- r ed the matter over they decided to
W. D. McLelsh, traveling passenger
c.ealer of Chicago, was in Las Vegas
attention to the strained relations carry out their ambitious plan. Richagent for the Lehigh Valley Railway today and purchased several carloads
ard B6nell, an experienced tour pilot,
with the United States.
company, was a business visitor in of fat steers. Mr. Wall, who is a
was engaged to travel in advance of
'
To
Election
Nullify
Las Vegas today.
is said to have taken
the
rider,
daring
party' and to "make all the arIt is expected that congress will reJohn Webb, accompanied by his
in the battle scenes ceive the message without protest, rangements for their comfort at the
part
prom'nent
sister, Miss Hazel Webb, left today enacted for the moving picture comvarious points to be touched by them.
thereby giving Huerta virtual ratififor Kansas City and Denver where
pany. His Chicago friends likely will cation of his act3. It is said that the Ted Sullivan, a veteran club manager
they will visit for the next two weeks. spot him when "The Golden God" is
and pilot was made the manager of
message will open a way to an im
J. Conners Smith, an agent 'for a shown in the
the tour who was to accompany the
Windy City.
mediate discussion by congress of the
big oil company who has been a buson its entire journey.
late presidential election, and it is a party
iness visitor in Las Vegas( for the
The members of tne party were
congress
foregone conclusion that
past several .weekis, left yesterday
selected lay President Comiskey and
TO TRY ON
will
the
election
null.
declare
Okla.
for
Tulsa,
evening
Manager McGraw and they soon dissothe
It
is
congress covered
regarded possible
Colonel R. E. TwitcheU, assistant
the difficulty was not
GOWN IN COURT may name some one else for provi so much inthat
licitor for the Santa Fe Railway comthose who should
selecting
sional president for a period ensuing
pany, returned last night from Santa
go hut in excluding those who wished
until the election and inauguration of
Fe where he has been on court busi- BUT JUDGE
piSAPPOINTS SPEC- a permanent chief executive, but it to go but who, for one reason or anness for the past few days.
other, could not. be taken. As finally
TATORS BY TELLING WOMAN
would undoubtedly be a. surprise to
Mrs. C. H. Burns and daughter left
selected the party includes the folNOT TO DO IT
most Mexicans as well as foreigners lowing:. Charles A.
Inst night for El Paso where they will
Comiskey, presiif General Huerta should not be inremain for a Short visit. Mrs .
Cheyenne, Wyo., Nov. 19. A pro- structed to continue at the head of dent of the White Sox, and wife;
Burns is of Boston, and has been re- posal to try on a gown before the
of the
Manager John J. McGraw
Giants, and wife; Manager James, J.
siding in Las Vegas for the past sev- throng of curious spectators in the affairs.
Callahan of the White Sox, and wife;
eral weeks.
United States district ccrnt. here was
Pope Prays for Peace
"Buck" Weaver and Morris Rath of
Governor W. C. McDonald, accom- prmptly squelched today by Judge
Rome, Nov. 19. Pope Pius today the White Sox, Sam Crawford of the
panied by State Engineer James A. J. A. Riner. Mrs. Joseph I Wier, on
French, arrived in Las Vegas") last the stand in the trial in which she received a party of Mexican pilgrims Detroit Tigers, Hal Chase of the
night for a short business visit and is charged, with her husband, an army just returned from Palestine. They White Sox and wife, "Germany"
to witness the taking of the. motion officer, with the theft of clothing were introduced by the Rev. Jose Ra Sohaefer of the Washington Americans, "Reb" Russell of the White
from Mrs. J. S." Ceci'i, claimed that mon Ibarra, archbishop of Puebla.
pictures here today.
After Imparting the apostolic bene- Sox, and1 bride, George Evans, Ray
the dresses, which she asserts she
the Schalk, J. Fournir,'"Red" Faber, G.
wtthv' diction, His Holiness expressed
bought for a trifling sum jfror
an canvasser, did not fit, ana mat hope that the blessing of peace would Leverenz, Jim Scott and Joe Benz,
therefore there would' have been no be given soon to their country. The all of the White Sox; Larry Doyle
Mexican pilgrims were accompanied and Jim Thorpe of the Giants, each
object inTtealing them.
Nut-lik- e
the Rev. Leopolda Ruiz, archbishop accompanied by hi bride; "Chief"
she
by
that
Hef attorney; suggested
ot
and by Bishop Jose E. Meyers of the Giants, and wife; Fred
court
in
Michoacan,
on"
the
of
one
open
gowns
try
to substantiate her claim. The wit--, Mador Vesco. There was a most im- Merkle of the Giants, Sherwood Ma- 1
ness promptly consented, and there pressive scene when the pope, sur- gee of the Philadelphia Nationals,
was a momentary flutter of excitment rounded by the Mexican
prelates, Hans Lobert of the Philadelphia Na
George
Is found in
with
knelt
the
Riner,
and
Judge
pilgrims
among the spectators.
prayed tionals, Arthur Fromme,
Wiltse and "Bunny" Hearne, all of
however, hastily Interrupted the pro- for the peace of Mexico.
the Giants; Mike Doolan of the Phil
ceedings, saying that the demonstra-adelphia Nationals, Ivy Win go of the
tion was unnecessary,,.
,
Americans Leave Capital
Vera Cruz, Mex., Nov. 19. The ex- St., Louis Nationals, Jeff Tesreau of
FOOD
odus of American citizens from Mex the Giants, and bride; Umpire Bill
p
GOVERNOR TENER GETS ico City continues. Forty persons, Klem of the National league, umpire
i
Jack Sheridan of the American league,
al6ni
and
with the delicious
mostly women and children, arrived
Ted Sullivan, general manager of the
here
this
The
train.
fugi
morning by
taste, there's all the rich nourof
tives report that only a few Ameri- tour; a party composed of gu,es
ishment of whole wheat and
can women and children remain in the Mr. Comiskey and including James
malted barley, for building
R. McAleer, president of the Boston
THE BIG LEAGUE SENDS COMMIT- -' federal
capital.
Red Sox, and wife; Louis Comiskey,
TEE ASKING HIM TO BE
sturdy bodies and keen brains.
son
PRESIDENT
of President Comiskey, accom.
Troops Remain at El Paso
panied
by his bride; Joe Farrell and
Ready to eat direct from
Texas City, Tex., Nov. 19. Tents
Harrisburgh, Pa., Nov. 19. Four in the camp of the second division of wife, Jim Mullin and wife, Mrs. Wilpackages fresh, crisp and
Tom Lynch, Al Slight
liam
League the .United States'
men
from ' hfe National
clean.
army were walled and Keough,
and a number of
Leahy,
Billy
of Baseball clubs tendered to uover- - and
were
today and stoves
of the origifriends
of
others,
the
T.ener
mostly
K.
presidency
norf John
Installed! in, them. This was regarded
A good part of any meal,
and the governor as indicating that the division will re- nators of the tour. The fact that
today,
the
leagpe
served with cream or milk
there are six brides in the party, five
will give his answer late in the after main here throughout the winter.
of them the brides of ball players,
hot or cold.
noon. .Tiie committee arrived short
add
additional interest to the tour.
The highest determined point
in
ly after 1 o'clock this afternoon. In
Tbe
first port the party will reach
W.
H.
the party weTe
Hempstead, Florida is Mount Pleasant, with an
"There's a Reason"
on
.its voyage will be Yokohama,
.'w York; Charles H. Ebbets, Brook- elevation of SOI feet above sea level. whMj
the teams will play a game on
IT. AckMland, Chicago, and W. The
lyn
approximate average elevation of
for '
3. On the following day
H. Baker,'-- Philadelphia. None of the the H
is 100 feet above the-eeat Kobe and on Dewilt
they
play
committee would, make any statement
Grape-Nut- s
cember fi'at Nagasaki. On December
as to the offer nor would the goverMrs. Hetlx Green, who is generally
8 they will reach Shangh&l and on
nor talk about it. Tq all inquirers he reputed to be the richest woman In
December 11 and 12 they will play
''
asked .tjiat. thry- rat ut n later in the the world, wi:! be 78 years old on
As!s
grocer.
at Hong Kong. From itong Kong
j November 21.
day.
A1- they wiii iaJus the steamship St.
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bans to Manila, where two games are
scheduled for December 14 and 15.
On their next cruise they will cross
the equator for the first time on their
way to Auustralia, where they will
arrive on New- - Year's day. They
will play at Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide and
Fremantle,
whence they will sail on January 14,
reaching Colombo, Ceylon, January
23.
They will reach Suez February
1 and after playing at Cairo and Alexandria they will sail for Europe,
reaching Naples February 7. After
playing in a number of Italian, French
and English cities they expect to sail
from Queenstown
March 6,. aboard
the Mauretania bound for New Y'ork.
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New York, November 19. Although
close to 13 months must elapse before
the challenging and defending yachts
meet in the races which will decide
possession of the America's cup, the
international regatta has already taken precedence over all other sporting
events among English sportsmen. It
is apparent that the polo and tennis
invasions of the states in 1914 will
be considered secondary to Sir Thomas Lipton's efforts to regain the famous cup which stands for supremacy
in ocean sailing competition. Already
the chances of the challenger, just beginning to take form, are being weighed and discussed by yachtsmen, and
the man in the street is beginning to
test his tongue on nautical terms.
The impression appears to prevail
in the general sporting circles of Eng
land that the chances of winning the
America's cup re better than in the
case of either the polo or tennis trophies, due to the fact that the question of physical equation will be reduced to a minimum. England is not
willing to concede that in the handling and sailing of a racing yacht the
Yankee tars, either amateur or professional, have any advantage over
the English salt.
In other respects the general opinion is to the effect that the edge is
with the defending nation. Although
hopeful, it is pointed out by English
yachting authorities that Sir Thomas
in the role of challenger, will be handicapped by conditions which do not
need to be considered by the defending yachtsmen. The jyfiestion of type
and towing loom large in
English
yachting circles, and much space is
being devoted to a discussion of these
A prominent authority repoints.
cently expressed the following views
on these subjects:
"Next year, notwithstanding
anything that may be said to the contrary, we consider the contest will
proceed in the same groove in which
it has run since 1894, that is to say,
extreme vessels.
it will
"In these circumstances, Sir Thomas Lipton cannot fait to find himself
at a great disadvantage.' He must
build a very light vessel and tuue her
up in' British waters, he must then
unrig her. and lose a lot of valuable
time sailing across the Atlantic under
a jury rig. In America she will have
to be
and tuned up again in
time for the first match on September
10, 1914, when the great contest will
take place.
'"With so many obstacles in his
way, it is fair to hope his opponents
will give him credit for his sportsman- ship, and make it as easy for him as
possible to bring his new Shamrock
to t5
:,tuting ! ne in good trisn.
Thin ,
t w II assist him by plac
ing no iVhtnctions upon towing the
yacht wa j the w ather makes it dif
ficult for i "i to f 1 during her ocean
Vie bt
ie the cup will be
oiui (; Vy a y.ic.Ut of her own wa
tering h th, Hht it is satlsiisciory
to Wrn t1 tt tV n embers of tie New
York Yacht club, who are connected
tvi h
of tiie trophy, are

far, therefore, as the actual race and
the measurement rules, and the sailing rules are concerned, there can be
no cause for complaint, for the match
will be a fair one. The disadvantages
to which a challenger is subjected
many of which are insuperable in
modern times so long as the present
conditions attached to the cup by the
New York, club prevail are so numerous that every yachtsman knows
that Sir Thomas Lipton has entered
upon a herculean task."

The teams quickly
and Cutts, of
Harvard, sent a long swirling kick to
Yale's
line, where it was
caught by R. W. Watson, captain of
Y'ale. With the catch ot the' ball Watson leaped into flight, and sped
straight up the center of the field.
The Harvard men did not mass upon
him in that primitive day, as would
now occur, but met him with a scat
tered formation. Through this broken
field Watson raced and dodged, fling
ing off tackier after tackier, and
With the playing of the Harvard-Yal- e crossed the line, scoring the first
d
game at Cambridge on Satur- touchdown ever scored naginst
Y'ale."
by
the
of
climax
the
football
day,
season will have been reached. NotThe rifle teams representing the
withstanding trie wide difference in
the' season's records of the two elev- various universities in the Intercolleens, interest in the game is greater giate Rifle league are to be
this winter. The United States
this year than ever before. Gridiron
stars of former decades are flocking war department and the National Rifle
to both New Haven and Cambridge association are responsible for the
new
classification
to witness and assist in
for
competing
putting the
teams
in the gallery shooting chamfinal touches on the two teams which
will meet in Harvard's famous sta- pionship of the United States. For
dium for the final battlo of the var- merly there were two divisions, de
With the gathering signated as the eastern league and
sity schedules.
of the old timers comes a revival of the western league, but the plan has
the tales of prowess by players of been changed so that now the classi
former years. The veteran is loath fication will be according to tha recto admit that the younger generation ord of efficiency. Thera still rit aln
is capable of developing either line two divisions, of which one will he
or backfield who outrank in football known as Class A and the other as
ability such stars as Hefflefinger, Class B. The standing of the differMoffat, Brookes, Poe, Ames, Corwln, ent college teams at the present time
under the new ruling is based on the
Lamar, McCung and Hare.
Much material for use in this an- records made in the intercollegiate
nual controversy between the players league matches of 1913. Class A is
of today and yesteryear has been fur- to consist of the 12 colleges whose
nished by Parke Davis, who delights averages were the highest in those
to delve into ancytent football records matches, and Class B 13 to consist of
and emerge with all sorts of interest- the rest of the teams in the
ing data which welds together the
past and present in gridiron history.
One of his latest efforts in this direc- McFARLAND vs. "KID" ALEr ITS
Waterbury, Conn., Nov. 19. F:iit
tion Is the compiling of a list of full
length field runs. It so happens that fans of this city and vicinity are
a Yale player first achieved this spec- looking forward to a treat tomorn-tacular feat, and to add joy to the oc- night, when Packy McFarland, the
casion it was against a Harvard elev- Chicago lightweight, and "Kid" Al
en. R, W. Watson, captain of the berts of New York will engage in a
Yale team of 1881), was the hero, and contest before one of The local clubs.
additional honor accrued to the Eli The agreement calls for a
leader In that he was the first Yale bout. Alberts is in good condition
player to score a touchdown against for the fight and expresses confidenco
Harvard. The Crimson had been pre- in his ability to stay the limit with
viously defeated by Yale, but always McFarland.
by field goals, and Watson was the
A Maker of Health
pioneer of a long line of. Yale players
A good hones rnedicinn iti
rvi
who have carried the ball across the
Kidney Pills rives health tn m-- i
Harvard goal line. Da via tells 'he families. Mrs. o. Palmer, 635 Willow
tale as follows:
bt.. Green Bay, Wis., was seriotjs'y
"A search though the accounts of ill with kidney and bladder trouble.
Mr. Palmer writes:
"My wife ia
the games from 1874 to 1S81 finds
her health and
rapidly
recovering
a
single instance cf a
only
strength due solely to the use of Forun from kick-of- f
to touchdown. Har- ley Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer
vard was playing Yale at Boston, No- nad Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
vember 20, 1880. A hard, gruelling1
"battle was drawing to a close, withTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
out a Bcore by either eleven. Just
as the last five minutes began, Wal- FOR SALE Overland automobile in
ter Camp kicked a goal from the first class condition; Phone Main 26.
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More Bottles Sold Each year
It is easy to understand why an
increasing number of bottles of Fo
ley's Honey and Tar Compound
sold yearly. Thos. Verran, 28G Edward Street, Houghton, Mich., gives
an excellent reason when he writes:
"Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
an effective remor six times with some abominable has always proven
tickling in the
relieving
quickly
stuff. I think it was beneficial but edy
throat, and stopping the cough with
the remedy was as bad as the disease. no bad after effects. O. Q. Schaefer
Adv.
At last the thought struck me why and Red Cross Drug Store.
not try Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
I did so and this morning my voice
la fairly good and is. gradually growAUTOMOBILE, CARRIAGE
ing better," writes H. C Clay, pubAMD
lisher of The Reporter, Rapid City,
PAINTING
SIGN
For sale hy all dealers.
Manitoba.
Adv.
N.
429 GRAND AVE
Remedy as Bad as the Disease
"On the seventh of February I contracted a severe cold followed by a
cough and final loss of voice. I tried
many remedies none of which did me
any good. I then went to my family
doctor and he swabbed my throat five

should be provided with machinery
which will make Us work effective,
such asam pie funds, a sufficient force,
measures
and effective
prompt
a strong
and
forest
vandalism,
against
Without Including all
police power.
these tbings, the committee says,
state legislation will fall of Its
and largely! be a dead letter.

HIED 10

ASSIST FORES!

pur-pim-

(KRS

Public Must Help

Prowess in forestry depends upon
what the public permits rather than
what foresters and lumbermen perThis is a conclusion of the
form.
as expressed at
Washington, Nov. 19.ln addition forestry committee
!the
today.
congress
waste
conservation
Its
of
to tho administration,
flonseouence," the committee
indivl-nn- i
"Aa
ii
the
forest
purposes,
for
lands
etata should nlay a Dart in co goes on to say, "public education is
and the best ..LULU HARCOURT 50 YEARS OLD
operating with private timberland of prime importance,
deVernon
Ij0naon, Nov. 19. Ijewis
owners, commensurate with tho Inter--! methods of educating the public one
no
secre-- maud
Since
colonial
study.
maintaintne
in
special
present
nar,,ourt
esta which the state has
or
the requisite tary aI1(j one of the strongest meii
jelse has the interest
jng its timber supply.
and lum among the younger set of British
foresters
knowledge,
This principle is enunciated by the forestry
or pro- - statesmen, received the congratulatrade
this
must
learn
the
bermen
at
state
on
jommittee
forestry
own.
to
.tneir
tions of his numerous friends, politicnational conservation congress here. fosslon in addition
"It is not forests, but. the use of al' and otherwise, today on the occaThe committee further recommends as
we seek to perpetuate sion of his fiftieth birthday annivergeneral principles for the practice of! forests, which
Wilsary. He la a son of the late Sir
state forestry everywhere that the and therefore to be sound and
a
include
must
famous
education
the
removed
should
be
board
vincing,
liam Vernon Ilarcourt,
from partisan nolitical control, and knowledge of the lumber business." liberal statesman, and is married to
In presenting some or tne eaucauou- Miss Ethel Burns, a niece of the late
that the state forester should he fittraindevices the committee commended J. F. Morgan. Recently his name has
al
work
ted for his
by professional
various forest fire protective as- been mentioned prominently in
the
and
experience.
ing
genAnother device is a paper
sociations.
with the governor
Civil service should govern in the
folded
children,
believed
is
It
be
to
but
all
by
and
of
Canada,
cup
drinkina;
forest
ot
all
officers,
selection
eralship
of
that Mr.- - Ilarcourt will prefer to reindustries directly dependent on the each fold tolling a pictured story
of
and
a
forest
of
fire,
on
the
the srowth
main at home, whore a brilliant poliforests should be represented
et.at.ft forestry hoard.
tical career seems to be open for him,
Further, the ib.p evils of its effects, Still another
J
committee says, tho forest ofawrs ;is a match hox legend wmon poaw as he is highly popular and considered
that while at match has a head a man of unusual attainments and
should have ample discretionary pow-ioill.
think for itself, bm Is de- - power.
cannot
he
enough
should
and
delegated
er,
f
iiio Hiriusrht. or mo user
authority to settle controversies as JCUUCUt Jlt.
from doing: harm in the
it
to
keep
they arise.
Subscribe for Th Optic.
After an organization la formed it woods.
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For irrigated or
farm lands, 28 lots in Trinidad. Ad
dress H, care Optic.
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B. HUXMANN
Dentlat
Dentar work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 3
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
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MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manl- -
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Professional Health Culture for Ladle
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t Pnrlr
Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors of Natural Ice, ramoua.
Ves
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Made
Have
Which
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lasting QuaUtien
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

DR. F.

THEATERS

I

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

AGUA PUR A COMPANY

DENTISTS
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FLOUR realb

RETAIL PRICES

"1

tL.it

BetferEMPRESS

I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuen
In desirable
RENT Cottage
day of the month in the vestry roomi
neighborhood, newly painted, pa or
ONE COUPON FROM
Monienore at 8 o clock I
pered, electric lights. Low rate. m. 'rempie brothers are
FLOUR AND
EMPRESS
it
Visiting
cordially
Phone Purple 5301.
STAMPS
FIVE
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
BRINGS YOU THE
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman Greenclay, Secretary.
SPOON
IT 'S
emnloved. comfortable, furnished
GENUINE WM.
room; no health seekers. Phone luutK n wuuumtiN ur Amtmi
ROGERS &
Meet In the Forest of Brother!;
Purnle 5301
SONS'GAA
LiOve at wooamen 01 in1) worm naii
STANDARD
on the second and fourth Mondays j'
SILVER
PUBLICATION
FOR
NOTICE
each month at 8 o. m. C. H. Stewart
PLAT- EIn the Probate Court, San Miguel gonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
BEAUTIFUL
County, New Mexico.
VIsithu
Local Deputy.
Montague,
FRENCH.
In the Matter of the Estate of Benia- - members are especially welcooe ar
GREY (STERmin F. Forsythe, Deceased
cordially Invited.
LING) FINISH
To Whom it May Concern: Notice
is hereby given that the final report KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN
EMPRESS
of the administrator in the above enCIL 'NO. 804, Meets second and
titled estate has been filed in said nurth Thursday In O. R. C. hall
can be cb-9
court, and the 6th day of January, Pioneer building. Visiting members
this city from
g tained in
1913 has been set by the court for are
Invited.
Richard
Devlne,
cordially
the hearing of objectionss to the same q. k-- ; prank Angel, F. S.
and the final settlement of said es'
tate.
Witness my hand and the seal of
20c per 100 lb.
said court this 10th day of November,
2,000 lb,., or More, Each Del very
25c per 100 lb.
A. D. 1913.
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
30c per 100 lb.
K. D. GOODALL.
Each
200 Ibc, to 1,000 lbs.
Delivery
40c
lb.
Administrator.
per 1
60 lbs, to 200 Ibfc, Each Delivery
!
10f
par
Less than 50 Ibe, Each Delivery
Subscribe for The Optic.
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Desirable front room in brotnerg cordialIy invited. Howard 1
modern home. 1112 Douglas avenue. Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
Phone Purple 6501.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54
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Meets

KNIGHTS AN
LADIES OF SECUR- Good saddle horse, hroke
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
to drive, perfectly gentle; will also W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
sell saddle and bridle. Address D.
first and third Mondays of each
B., care Optic.
month at 8 n. m. VisIMne- Kniirhta oh
Ladies alvays welcome. O. L Fiers- man
13,000.00 buys a nicely furnished
President; A. D. Tillman. Finanroom house in good location; good cler. Mr9 A v Morrow Local DeDutv.
barn and chicken houses. Cheaper 90g jacgon avenue; Z. W. Montague,
unfurnished. Call at 1026 rma Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
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FOR SALE
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ATTOKVEYx
Meets every Monday evenlne at
their hall on Sixth street. All vlb'tins
HUNKER & HUNKER
brethren cordially invited to attend
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunkea
P. D. Fries, N. G.; Gug Lehman, V.
G.;
Attorn
;
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
Weru Las
New Mexla
Vegas.
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
dry Trustee,

Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
uougiaa avonue. Visiting brothers
are cordially invited.
Gov. Wm. J
POR SALE Several head of high Mills, Exalted Ruler: D. W. Condon
grade Hereford bulls. T. T. Turner, Secretary,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
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No.
No.

fourth
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vocation

i J each

Depart

"9:35 p.
9:10 p. m
11:05 p.
.11:05 p. m
2:05 a. m... .2:10 a.
1:45 p. m. . . 2:10 p.
West Bound
Arrive
Depart
1:45 p.
20 p. ni...
6:10 a. m... 6:15 a.
4:20 p. m. . . 4:30 p.
7:00 p.
.
6:35 p. m.

.

con- -

first Monday in
month
at Masonic
a Temple at 7:30 n. m w
?,f B. Hubbard, H.
P.; p. o,
Blood, Secretary.
yn.

-

2

No. 4
No . t.
NO. 3, ROY No, 10.

O. O. F. LAS VFftAS

SA VE FUEL

I

NO.

1.

J

VegM 466

BROTHERHOOD

M.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
ARCH MASONS

WEATHER STRIPS

-

A.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisement
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

To put oor New Metal

Contractor and Builder

F. A FRATERNAL

102 Meets every Monday night at
Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
third Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting' members are cor
acu month. TUltinf dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, PrasV
brother cordially
dent: J. T. Buhler. Secretary; O.
Wm. P. miii- - Baily, Treasurer. '.
M., H. 8 .Van Petten,
Secretary.
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Kelly & Co.

Gross,

Sole Agents
Jefferson Raynoi'ds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
HaUft Raynolds, Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
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By GRACE KERRIGAN.
When Miss Lizzie Carford entered
upon her duties as stenographer and
typewriter with Ames & Co. she didn't
look for any social side of it. There
rouldn't be any In a business office.
She would ask for the respect that is
due any girl or woman, no matter
whether she has money and social
standing or must earn her living.
Ames & Co. were middle-agemen
and both married. Both were workers,
and both quiet men. They had a small
business, but a paying one, and their
bookkeeper was also their cashier. Hp
wasi a young man of twenty-four- ,
and
the newcomer was not favorably impressed with him. It is none of the
stenographer's business whether the
bookkeeper In his den is young or old -good looking or ugly social or surly.
Neither Mr. Adams nor his partner
were good at dictating, and they pul
the work off on the bookkeeper.
Again, they would be the only oceu
pants of the business for hours at a
time, and if he was surly and gruff it
would make tilings iouesoiue.
Hi: Wutler Bardsley, the said bok
keep:1!1, Rita in his den when Miss Car
called and was hired. There hue
Lot bun a girl in that office in the fm
years he 'had been there, but he nevet
turned from his desk to look. She had
".
plr ar.unt voice, but he didn't seem U
r
it.
After she had gone, and he
wat told by Ames that she was to take
.ha j h.ee, his only comment was:
T i y u oil. sir."
S's.f was waiting for htm next morn'

'

'Alien he arrived.
Mr Bardsley did not bow. He did nol

l.:'M.luce himself.

'id.

Time Deposits

MAJG Oil IKEIS
AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns all
prices.
--

These blankets are Genuine Souveniers of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

V

anc
wat
hei
sal

the machine and started

ofl

young man entered. He looked towards the den but not around the
room. When he was sure no ojj
was inside he produced a key and
entered the den. He wae Inside not
over two minutes, and when he reappeared he was stuffing greenbacks
Into his pockets. He locked the door
behind him and then passed out of
the office without having glimpsed the

watcher.
For a moment the girl reasoned
that he was the son
partner,
and had a right to go and come. Then
she scented something wrong and put
on her hat and hurried down to the
street. The young man was just entering an auto in which sat waiting
another young man.
"Get it?" queried the latter.
"You bet!"
of-h-

e

"How much?"
"Two hundred!"
We'U have a devil of a
"Bully!

The stenographer was la the office when Mr. Ames returned from
his lunch. He smiled amiably and
passed Into the den, but a moment
later reappeared, white-faceand
trembling. He looked at the girl and
tried to speak, but could only stammer.
"Have you missed some money?"
she asked.
d

'

"

"How much?"
"Two hundred dollar
It out just before going to lunch.
Were you out to lunch?"
"Not today."
"Then then "
"Then I saw it taken! Had you
missed money before?"
"Three times.
Didn't you know
that was why we turned away Mr.
Bardsley? We couldn't say he embezzled it but we were forced to suspect."
"As that son of your partner took
the money today he probably took
the others. He has a key to the den.
I sat right over there and saw him
.
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time!"

operate."
irli:
The partner was called la and inMr. H. O. Wharton
Dear Sir: Youi formed of what had occurred, and toer of the 9th inst. at hand."
gether the two men took up the chase.
Miss Lizzie picked up pad and pen The young man was run down and he
i and wrote.
There were five letters made no denials. In fact, he laid the
all. He never paused to say "com blame all on his father.
aiH."
Miss Lizzie took the half-da"period" or "paragraph," but
off.
drove straight ahead, and when fin In going home she saw Mr. Bardsley
i;.lied got up without a word and went in a doorway.
He looked at her but
jack to his den. She typed the let did not bow. She walked straight up
u.rs and laid them on the desk anc to him and said: "You are the big'.'.lien Mr. Ames came in they wert gest cad and snob in the state, but
you come along with me!".
signed and sent out to be mailed.
He followed her to her home with"Very well done," said Mr. Amea
out asking a question, and when they
and that's all there was to it.
At noon Mr. Bardsley went out tc were seated she asked: "Were you
miffed because they gave me the
lunch.
When he had disappeared Miss Liz-zl- place?"
went out to lunch. She was back
"Why, I was1 glad of it!" he exfirst, and when he came in she did not claimed.
"But you never spoke to me."
look at him nor he at her. He could
"You didn't ask me to lunch
have said: "Nice day, Miss Carford?
"I 1 dasn't!"
And she could have answered: "Yes
"I was afraid you'd snub me!"
very nice."
But he didn't say and she didn't say
"Couldn't you have given me a good
'
'
Prom her place by the machine sh morning?"
"I wanted to awful bad,
could look into the bookkeeper's det
butbut"
Mr. Bardsley dared not look liar .in
and she hiB back always his , back.
After she had surveyed that back foi the face.
He was blushing like a
three mortal hours, and could have maiden over a marriage proposal He
drawn a
of every line and was fumbling his hands and movng
wrinkle, she turned and looked out his feet as If he would run away
"I see," mused the girl as s!k at Tiupon the roof of the adjoining build
stretch led him. "I have found a fhy man
ing. There was a clothes-lin- e
ed across it, and on that line hung an the only one in the world!
T!:i!
old red flannel shirt. It flapped In th changes everything.
You will
breeze. It fluttered like a wounded your place back, and in time-- if
.t.i;
bird. There were moments when It are not too shy"
And in time she became the wif.
almost ceased to breathe, as it were.
That shirt when new was a blood a shy man, and be was not exhib
red in color. It was now faded to thi at a museum.
color of an old brick house in Tarry-- (Copyright, 1913. by the McClure ,.
paper Syndicate.)
town the one where General Washington once stopped after licking the
British to ask the owner for the tem- FORCED TO DECLINE 0FFE-- ;
.
,
Th
porary loan of his
shirt had four patches on it to covei Distinguished Professor Must Has
f." buttons were mtssinj
r.:" fcc.'r"
Thought He Was a Victim of'
and with Increasing age It had shmnk
;
Leap Year.
What was the romance what the my
tery of the old red shirt?
An undergraduate at Baliiol tun
"Why, 1 thought you'd gone."
fallen ill, his sister came
to nu: .
It was the voice of Mr. Ames at hej him, and the master of Baliiol pay'::-maelbow. The girl had fallen asleep
visits to the young man's roo-"The bookkeeper had departed without frequently met the sister. There w.. :
her.
Wasn't that the trick numerous other visitors
awakening
during thp
of a mean man?
convalescence, and the yom,
Kach day for the next month wai lady was greatly attracted, by, vul
like every other day. Outside of th finally became engaged to, one of
dictation" not ten words passed be
friends.
tween the stenographer and the book
When her brother recovered an.t
keeper. They came and went with the young lady was about to dent'.:
It vexed the master came to say "Good-by.out noticing each other.
and annoyed her for the first weel She thanked him warmly for his l:;..
and then she said to herself:
ness to her brother', and concluded
"ilt't probably mad because som saying that she had a great favor
one he recommended wasn't taker ask of him. The master said thai !r
on instead of me, but if he thinki would be delighted.
he'll get rid of me by piaylng th
Without thinking that her remu:!
bear he'll find himself mistaken. I'n was capable of two interpretation
In
the cltj she replied at once, "I should like yo
real glad to find one man
who isn't smirking around and brag to marry me," meaning that he woul.i
officiate at the ceremony.
ging how smart he is!"
Then a son of Mr. Ames' partnei
The master, in a state of great im.
came home on his vacation from col lation, hurried from the room, t.
He wns a very fresh youn claiming, "My dear young lady, .
lege
man He wanted to be a high rollei would be utter misery for both ...
but his father was tight with monej us!" London Answers.
matters. He hung about the office t
Waitress Had Not Aocd.
good deal, though neither the book
was
He had just reached the philosophikeeper nor the stenographer
more than barely civil to him.
cal stage when he slipprd Into a resAt the end of a week, Miss Liz,ic taurant between bars for a bit to eat
noticed ihHt the two pariuers wer He ordered. Then he sat staring ahead,
"anxious arid" perturbed and held con quietly thoughtful in expression, and
Some
sulfations.
incitement alst waited,.
liwtfiK'd fo have got tiuij of Uie bool
It is admitted he did some waiting,
keeper. There were three days 0; too. What happened to bis order
fi couldnt be understood Outside the pethis, and then he disappeared
Mr. Ames took his pbce. It vitsn'l culiar convolutions of a restaurant
'
for the girl to
why, but. she nt kitchen, but he spent half a hoar siturall.v Vtiiidti'd
cvr ,L The rou ting there staring abend of him.
tine continued about lha sasne. At
At last It came. As Ce w&itreE put
lit'o'i ail went to lunch. The door 01 Ilia order before him, he start! from
tli e book keeper's den. In which wast ttt hie deep study, as if ha had forgotten
be had an order coming. Then, lockh.ift, was locked at such timefi.
At noon one day, ) stead of goir. ing up at the fair transporter of edicut to l.nc.h, the ste; r'spher muncU bles, he said:
ICv
'iU a diy oidrrl"
"You dni '1
her o
c.l a fc'.i; ertlc and t
.... .
eUiviu, A erybody's iuaUi
in a L '. i h'--o
by

V,

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best r( service

&n

picked up the morning mail
it into his den and the girl
for half an hour to twiddle
i. nibs.
Then he came out and

. ,.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

Interest Paid

He did not look at

'

,. d

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.

quarter of an hour had passed when
the door briskly opened and the fresh

LL THERE WAS TO IT
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Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away
with
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We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
upplies.

SOCIAL AND
BUSINESS CARDS
Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.
All work must bo perfect before

allowed to go out of the shop.
That's Tho Optic's Way.
0fO f
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LOCAL NLWS

Let Us Have Your Order for

Regular dance at F.

Your Thanksgiving'

Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

AND OTHER GOOD THINGS

at

lamps-

5:21

Lost One pair field glasses. Return to Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

ew Dill Pickles
Pickles

J
IM
ll D

V
'

i

Pictures" of the "Golden God" taken
sale at the Shutoday are . now on
ilT
mate Studio. Adv.
,

u line

LP nil

H

Try a dram ol Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

- New Sour

S

llrS

--Adv.

OYSTERS

CHICKEN

TUIUiEY

Pjh

li. hall tonight.

llJlSiiii'

.

New

,.

Jersey Sweet Potatoes. Oxford Fruit
CeJte 5 lb. Tins. 1 lb. Packages

-

SeoJshipt Oysters

There will
Greater Las
night at the
are requested

COUNTS

SELECTS
1

Stearns' Store

r.

isctv

a i

..

to be present.

i

so

I-

-

club the No- lette and Ward teams will bowl. All
Elks and their ladies are cowlially N
invited to witness this game.

Tonight at the Eiks'

j

.

be a rehearsal of the
Vegas baud tomorrow
city hall. All members

Tomorrow night at tne Elks' club
the first informal dance given by the
Elks for several weeks will take
A large
attendance is ex-place.
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EQUIPPFD AT YOUR DOOR
-

pected.

At

the Dome

of

Last night at its regular meeting
place the local order of Eagles held
a nomination of officers for tne coming year. The officers will be elected
at the next meeting.

the Best of Everyttiing Eatale

This evening at 8 o cjock at the
home of Rev. Father A. ftabeyrolle
will occur the wedding of Miss
Frances I. Moll to Mrj Wallace Jack
Matthews. The ceremony will be witnessed1 only by the immediate friends
of the couple.

BULK PICKLES,
DILLS, SOURS.
SWEETS. KRAUT

and SWEETi RELISH

Every business house in the city
its doors promptly at 10 o'clock
this morning and displayed admirable
interest in the taking of the big motion picture by Romaine Fielding. All
the stores were opened at 3 o'clock,
although some business houses re
a
session
for
has been calledi toKther
mained closed all day.
of five days for the purpose of considering many important problems
Car No. 1 of the bureau of fisheries
growing out of certain changes in the
of
the United States passed through
existing conditions of the United Las
Vegas this aftemoon and left 24
tremendous
States and out of the
of fish to be distributed In this
canB
growth of the American branch of
The fish are brook and mouncounty.
the army, which is now far greater
tain
and will be placed in the
trout
than any of the other branches. Comvalious streams this week. C. W, Wes-nemander Eva Booth, who is the head
John York and Ed Lewis met the
of the Salvation Army in the United
train, and1 took charge of the fish upon
States, and nearly all the prominent their arrival here.
members of her staff are in attendance and also a number of the army
HE PRAISES ROADS
officers and officials
from England
Dr. W. T. Brown of the Valmora
who accompanied their chief to this
sanitarium, who was a visitor in Las
country. Many questions of great im: Vega today, is enthusiastic about
portance to the Salvation Army in the work that has been done on the
the United States are to come up for highway between this city and Wat
consideration and it is believed that rous. Dr. Brown stated that the road
an
wn W1J1 ue "lau" 10 ""uuce now is in better condition than ever
new business methods which have before in the history of the state
become necessary owing to the enor-- and is equal In many ways to a city
molls Kwfh of the organization,
boulevard. He stated that where the
autos formerly drove over ruts and
other disturbing impediments, now
the road is nearly as smooth as conBATTLESHIP SAVES
crete. Dr. Brown highly commended
the work of the road commission and
l!EN AT SEA county commiissiouers and the, efforts
of Mayor Taupe rt.

Leave Your Orders Here for Turkeys, Geese, Ducks and
Chickens

JURY IN DISTRICT COURT CONVICTS NEGRO ACCUSED OF
ASSAULT

closed

r,

Tiie juiy which heard the case of
the statu against Joe Benberry, colored, chained with assaulting James
Black, also colored, with a deadly
weapon, this morning brought in a
verdict or guilty. The case was tried
yesterday afternoon. Benberry was
unable to explain to the jury why it
was that ho sp severely carved Black's
afternoon
face and head Saturday
when the two men had an altercation
in an East Las Vegas saloon.
'
Judge David J. .Leahy, yesterday
afternoon, granted a continuance of;
the case of F. M. Chacon, who is
charged with criminal libel, until
The case likely will be opened tomorrow afternoon. The cases of
Jacobo Brito, charged with assault,
and Vivian Chavez, charged with arson, are set for tomorrow. It is not
known definitely which will be called THE IRON DUKE COMES TO THE
RESCUE OF THE BURNING
first

30

'',.,'

Two indictments were returned yes

LETTER LIST
Letters remaining uncalled for for
Lthe week, ending November 15, 1913:
ADVERTISED

SCOTSDYKE

by the grand jury.
19 -- The British bat- .mii In nn.l LondOll,IronNOV.
Duke
effected a timely
names are withheld, UeshlpThe grand jury has returned three
true bills since it was empaneled Mon- - of the steamer Scotsdyke while the
steamer, was burning in the English
day utornin-?After a n,:ort session this morning, channel early today.
The steamer, bound from Mediter- .InflL'oThivirl T T.eahv fidlourned court
until this Et'teruoon.. Jurymen andlraaeai1 Polnts for Sunderland, caught
of the Isle of Wight shortly after
canrt ,,fi,
w. m, time in hasten-ifirI The
blaze startea in a
m,"m
the!
west
.field
to
ol
.viatio.,
ing
or
aim spreaa so
iuecii
cargo
grass,
wan housi. fo wttuess the staging of
ma-thir tiattlit fccnes for the big moving rapidly through this inflammable
was unable to
crew
the
teriar,that
picture dranw beVng produced here by
its progress,, '
Romaine
of lb Lubin com- stay
The fire attacked the ship's bridge
pany.
and a number of lifeboats, which Were
Practically every office in the court
house was .!:! 1 tightly during the destroyed. Owing to the heavy sea,
it was Impossible to launch the re
morning, and tiv offlfials who usually
are to be found ',,usily engaged .with-- ! maining lifeboats. The panicstricken
in tiie apart metjts were to be seen on passengers and the crew were forced
to the stern of the vessel.
tho battlefield. This was as it should
The battleship Iron Duke was carry
been impossible
be, as it would
on trials in the channel during
ing
to have transacted business in the
and when the burning
court house ovviag to the noise Inci- the night,
was
steamer
sighted, sailors put off
dental to the taking of the pictures.
in boats to the rescue. The forepart
f the steamer was a mass of flames
SALVATION ARMY CONGRESS
rSvVitan
unci tht Tmi r
" fho Tinafa" arrived
"
V
"w"
New tork, Nov. 19. The largest
huddled to
were
less
aboard
persons
feathering of Salvation Army officers
The Iron Duke played her
ever BFaemblfd in the United States gether aft.
on the ship while the
searchlights
greeted General flramwell Booth, the rescue, crew took all hands
safely off.
the
of
Salvation
Army
head cf the
:aU"tl fo ' rdcr
when
World,
hich
Subscribe for The Optic.
th "..! 'at'on Army C"'!"rvf;s
terday afternoon

ic

Ac naillioy rvf
dt r arrest, their

man
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Mrs. C. N. Allen,

Miss

Petra

Frederick Byron, Clarence D.
Byron, Antonio Iiustos, B. R. Carrell,
Miss Florence Clantou, Miss Bessie
Dunlap, Mrs. Charles P. Elliott, Miss
Anne Lowery, Juanita de Madrid, Oscar Morgan, Manassey Bros., Jessie
Rogers 3, Mrs. C. H. Stevens, Sber-wood I. Tiffany, Carplon Tores,
Quintana.
When calling for the above letters
please ask for "advertised1 letters."
...
P. O. BLOOD, P. M.
Be-nig-

It is estimated there are 3,424
guages and dialects in the world.

YOl WANT THE

Best MeeJ
IN

MEN ARE

GIVEN DEGREE WClEi
nc nu tml
intiOF juim
BUMPERS ON THE

AVI-

I

measurements and each
suit has the KENOSHA

15he

3

MOST 'HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA tCOAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
8

BETTER WORK TO

f.UMERGff

BE DONE
II

The many colored prisms that will
be used in the novel and striking
scheme of night'l illumination of the
Panama-Pacifi- c
exhibit palaces are of
fine cut glass, made in Austria by a
process not followed elsewhere. The
prisms, known as jewels, are patiently tooled by hand in the homes of the
artisans.

EATABLES
FULL CREAM CHEESE

Genuine Camembert

You ought to eat our

lan-

Just In at

Wm, Vhalen, Prep,

KLOSED- - CROTCH.

DELICIOUS

"Virginia" Bacon
for breakfast

Fancy Cauliflower,

Lettuce

Ccllcry and Sweet Potatoes
Mora Vegetables
Apples Galore, Cranberries

r

Co

P

new system of body

e,

lictiine

W

have a line of UNION 1
SUITS that are made on

BOUCHER'S

&

Pbjne Main 344.

We

a
Although today's cloudy weather
seriously affected' Romaine Fielding,
in view of the fact that it was costing him over $500 an hour to keep
hi-men ready for the taking of the
picture as soon as the sun should
appear, yet those Elks and others in
the mob took life joyously, and young
and old alike played about, like children.
,
The most interesting form of amusement participated in was that of
catching different business men who
were in the mob and giving them the
rites of bumping that is, bumping
the unfortunates against a telephone
telephone pole. Several prominent
citizens, among whom were William
Springer, C. H. Baily, Charles Spiess
and1 many others, received the full
degrees in this rte, and natural are
"
suffering the usual soreness that
comes with the sport. Major Ludwig
llfeld in charge of the cavalry, was
much sought jbut hia strong body
guard prevented the mob from going
as far as they liked ' '
Accidents, minor in character, were
happwiing all the time, making life
real interesting and exciting for ev
erybody. A youth riding down, thei
hill at a furious pace attempted to
cross" the danger-linand, upon being intercepted by one of the militiamen, fell from his bicycle, scraping
the ground for several feet. Many
other events of this character took
place, but no one was seriously Injured'.
;. y
The attendance at the taking ofi
the picture this morning was un-- '
doubtedly the largest crowd of Las
Vegans ever congregated in one place.
Fully 13,000 people were on the scene
to witness the proceedings.

Las Vegas Automobile

1

unucHifl

ATION GROUNDS

Don't drive your husband
down town by tearing up the
whole house.
Have your RUGS and
CARPETS cleaned as they
lay on the floor by the

Phone Madn 35

Union Suit
to Fit Must
H it tho Vn inn
1 1 IMJ.Kj
Junius
A

are

M.

PEOSIIINT

Ilousecleaning! !!

Vacuum Cleaner

comfortable.

Merchants Cafe
Our Sunday Dinners
the Best Yet

Telephone or call and we will have our demon
r
strator show you .

case you feel very un

Ute

Fresh Oysters

1

the waist and in either

THE (ill Y- GO TO

Finch's Golden weddinlg Rye, aged
ln wood. Direct from the distillery to
At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
Large quantieg of eggs are being you.
sent from Prince Edward Island to
the Boston market since the new tariff came Into effect.

1

5

WHEN

The board of directors of the Com
mercial club will hold a short meet
ing tonight at the club rooms at 7:30
All members are F3ked to
o'clock.
be present. The meeting is for the
transaction of specific business which
will require not to exceed 30 minutes.

THE ORAAF & HAYVARD CO. STORE

FOUND GUILTY

that are sold by chest f
measure alone fits the J
chest only. It may be
too long or too short in

Is Now in Charge of Our
Cooking

JUST ARRIVED

JOE DENDEKBY

union amis

Mrs. I. K. LEWIS

0

0Du

GOVERNOR
AND STATE
ENGINEER PROMISE ASSISTANCE
FOR SAtN MIGUEL COUNTY
- Governor
W. C. McDonald, accompanied by State Engineer James A.
French, arrived ln Las Vegas late
last night for short business visit
here on road matters and also to witness the making of the Wg scenes
for the motion plteture, "The Golden
God." They will leave tomorrow in
an automobile for Santa Fa
jThe principal reason for tbeir visit
iA Wooi mio the work
that has been
done or Is being done by the San
Miguel county road commission. Governor McDonald this morning expressed himself as pleased with 'the, efforts! that are being made and' complimented the local road enthusiasts
for their good work.
Accompanied
by several members
of the commission, the governor and
the state engineer this morning made
a trip over several highways and
found them being worked in a capable manner. This trip was made for
the purpose of inspection and also to
ascertain if a convict ". road gang is
needed in this county and wher it
should be sent.
"It will be only a Question of time
until all the roads in this sft ire
placed on a standardi.o-J. hacils."- said
State Engineer French Mils morning.
icins In
"We are working on
the realithe office at Santa Fr
zation of that goal, .md before long I
hope to see New Mexico roads the
best in the south wont."
Mr. French also is pleaaed with
the work that has been done and assured the road commission that he
would lend all assistance possible. He
stateJ that a convict gang is how in
this county and has been doing small
pieces of work along the road and
will soon be at Teeolote to start work.
Thia gang entered the county last
month, according to Mr. French.
In addition to looking, into road

fr

matters here Mr. French will make-somarrangement to get water records of all the streams in this county. He will establish in the near future, gauging stations alorg the various streams so that an accurate record may be obtained This work Is
done by the state engineering department, assisted by the United State
geolpgical survey.
The governor refused to be interviewed on taxation matters or the
traveling auditor's report.

AN

EXCELLENT

OF

suorii

MEAN
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CHURCHES WILL GIVE MEMBERS
CHANCE TO HELP WORTHY
INSTITUTION

With Dr. Jacob Landau, spiritual
director of Temple Monefiore, as head
of the movement, next Sunday will
be observed as a Thanksgiving offerVaedia hnanitaT.
ing day for the
Thisi move was started this week and
Dr. Landau has hsen appointed by the
hospital board to create the proper
interest. In all the churches of the
city collections will be taken for the
benefit of .the hospital. Donations
Will be voluntary.
Tho Las Vegas hospital is not in
good condition as far as finance is
concerned, and is in Immediate need
The nearness of the
of assistance.
Thanksgiving season should impress
every citizen and there should be a
generous amount contributed to this
worthy institution.
The work that is being done by the
hospital is excellent. Those iin charge
have gitven their best efforts to assist the eick and the needy and have
accomplished great good. Hundreds
of people have been treated there and
given assistance that could never
have been obtained1 otherwise. The
hospital is attended by capable physicians and assistants and is in a
position to give the best service possible!, with a little support from the
citizens.
No doubt Las Vegans will respond
heartily to the call for funds, and it
is hoped that next Sunday will be a
day for displaying the philanthropic
spirit of the Las Vegas citizens.

